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flBSTRACT
The unity of perception and its di visibili ty "Jere
examined by a method of double learning. Polarized light
and polarizing filters i'lere used to present monkeys i'lith
ti'lO contradictory visual tasks simultaneously, one visible
to each eye. Subjects i'lere trained after surgical division
of the visual pathways at the optic chiasm, and after the
cerebral cortices 'iJere separated by cutting the corpus
callosum. The distribution of learning betvleen the two
halves of the brain gave information about the location
of visual learning, and about the relationship between
visual attention and the intention to respond vii th a particular limb. Two subjects learned conflicting tasks simultaneously. In many tests, however, there remained
some interaction between the two ha lves of the brain.
This led to selective learning by one eye, the other eye
remaining unretentive though it was open throughout training. In tasks involving brightness and color discriminations, there VJaS significant interocular transfer of learning in spite of the surgery. It is concluded that the
two surgically separated cerebral hemispheres may function
independently in memorizing a visual pattern, but that
there are also avenues for their communication. The mo tor
system remains coordinated after split-brain surgery, although there is a tendency for preferential pairing of
eye and hand of opposite sides of the body after surgery.
Some visual tasks Vlere found to involve interhemispher ic
processes to a h igher degree than others. Visual recognition of comparative size, requiring interocular comparison,
was found to survive chiasm and callosum section.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
In the mid 19th century an English physician named
David Ferrier became interested in the effects of stimulation and ablation of the surface of the brain.

He applied

small electric shocks from an induction coil to points on
the brain of a lightly anesthetized monkey and he noted
responses in various parts of the body (1).

The movements

'l'Tere unlike the reflex twitches or spasms which could even
be obtained from an isolated spinal cord, and more elaborate than the movements following cortical stimulation which
had been reported a few years before in the now classical
paper of Fritsch and Hitzig (2); they were more like "bits
of motor acts."

For the first time a function of higher

order, a fragment of voluntary behavior, had been located
in one part of the cerebral cortex.
An era of Iflocalizing" following this discovery.
Maps were drawn up showing the distribution over the cortex
of ne'l'lly discovered areas for each of the senses of sight,
hearing, smell and touch (3).

Some believed t hat complex

functions of intelligence 'l'Tere performed wholly among the
cells of particular cortical regions.

It became generally

accepted that transcortical association was responsible for
elaboration of perceptions and for sensory control of skillful movements.

But attempts to locate these special mechan-

isms or to disrupt the associative links between them by
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injury to chosen parts of the cerebral cortex failed again
and again.

At the end of the century the higher functions

of intelligence, of "mind" in the sense of Charles Sherrington, remained as mysterious and elusive as ever

(4,5).

Modern neurophysiology has probed deep into the
brain and found signs of complex partnership between brainstem and cortex.

The latter can no longer be regarded as

an autonomous seat of intelligence in which perceptions
are formed and "There skillful acts become directed according to learned associations.

I1assed nerve cells in the

deep parts of the cerebral hemispheres and in the core of
the brain-stem receive information from all parts of the
central nervous system including the cortex .

They have

been shown to regulate the activity of cortical neurones,
and to modulate the passage of information centralwards in
sensory pathways

(6,7).

Electrodes have been fixed to lie on the surface
of the cortex or implanted deep inside the brains of fully
alert subjects--animals performing psychological tests, or
human beings answering questions and reporting their experi ences.

The results have indicated that learning involves

the projection areas of the cortex in intimate reciprocal
association \'1i th brain-stem circuits.

Penfield has con-

ceived a "centrencephalic integrating system" outside the
cortex to help explain the stimulated episodes of recall
or sensation reported by his human subjects, and to account
for the effects of epilepsy (8) .

- 3 But in general the electrophysiological results,
either the recorded patterns of activity in single or
massed neurones, or the effects of artificial electrical
stimulation, have not been easily equated to normal functioning.

The experiments which test for losses resulting

from lesions to nervous tissue are at a disadvantage because of the bilateral symmetry of the brain.

For almost

every part lost or damaged there is a duplicate, mirror image part ready to stand in its place.

Valuable informa-

tion has been obtained by carefully doubling the lesions
so that both lateral halves of a chosen system are equally
involved.

But there are often doubts about the extent of

removal.

An ever-present difficulty concerns the capacity

of the brain to compensate for injuries.

This has continually

confounded surgical analysis of intelligence.
Recently a new approach has opened a wealth of possibilities for surgical analysis of complex behavior

(9);

an approach that turns the doubleness of the brain to advantage.

In this technique the two halves of the brain are

split apart by surgical cutting of communications between
them, and then psychological tests are applied to explore
the partially isolated mechanisms of the two halves.

In

this way relationships between the cortex and lower centers,
and the adaptive adjustment of brain processes can be studied
closely.

- 4 Studies of split-brain subjects made in the past 5
or 6 years have shown that perceptual learning of complex
discriminations in vision or touch may be kept in one half
of the brain containing a cortical projection area while
the other half remains in ignorance.

But it has also been

found that the brain stem contains a coordinated mechanism
of response which is able to couple with a perceptual
recognition process initiated in either cerebral hemisphere.
Of the commissural fibers which connect the b'lo
cerebral hemispheres of higher mammals, the greater number
by far are aggregated in a massive bridge called the corpus
callosum (10).

It has been estimated that there are 106

nerve fibers in the corpus callosum of man (11).

But,

surgical section or congenital lack of this bridge has
been found to result in remarkably slight defect in visual,
somesthetic or motor coordinations of animal or human subjects.
The most extensive studies of human subjects have
been made by Akeleitis and Smith on cases which had received
partial or complete section of the corpus callosum in the
hopes of preventing spread of epileptic seizures from one
half of the brain to the other.

They have made tests of

motor functions, of visual and tactile recognition of objects, letters and words, of the extent of the visual field,
binocular depth perception and continuity of the combined
visual fields of the two eyes, and of mirror-dra\,ling and

- 5 stylus-maze learning (12-23).

These and other studies have

yielded results which are almost entirely negative (24) .
The only dependable indications of postoperative effects
of callosum section have been occasional exaggeration of
motor disabilities which were already present before surgery,
and some exceptional reports of inability to recognize letters
by their feel in the subordinate hand (25), or their appearance in the subordinate half-field (26,27).

It is possible

that such effects have always been due to injury to one
hemisphere, rather than to dissociation of the subordinate
from the dominant hemisphere.

In an extensive recent review

of experimental and clinical data concerning the fUnctions
of the corpus callosum Bremer, Brihaye and Andre-Balisaux
(24) have weighed the reliable evidence and concluded that
the callosum has no important role in perceptual integration
and determination of motor skills, even in man where the
dominance of one hemisphere would seem to make the integration via this commissure particularly imperative.
In the course of an investigation of the role of
the corpus callosum in the interocular transfer of learning
in the cat, Myers achieved the combined separation of sensory
input pathways and interhemispheric commissures which results
in a split-brain preparation (28-31).
Optic fibers from a portion of each retina cross to
the other side of the brain and form the optic chiasm.
Myers exposed the chiasm by drilling a small hole through
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the roof of the mouth and through this hole he made a midline
incision cutting all the crossed fibers (31).

~fuen

cats with

both chiasm and callosum cut were subjected to psychological
tests of learning and retention through one eye at a time,
it was found that all but the most difficult tasks would
transfer substantially from one eye to the other, provided
the posterior segment of the corpus callosum was left intact (32).

This transfer of learning was immediately

abolished when the posterior 1/3 of the callosum

\-laS

cut

(31,33).
Further experiments have rigorously tested the
isolation of learning which follows combined chiasm and
callosum section.

Sperry, Stamm and Miner compared succes-

sive, completed learning of a single task b y the two eyes
and found no sign of saving s in the second learning (34).
Their cats did not even show a capacity to attend to the
critical visual cues more efficiently when using the second
trained eye.

They simply learned the problem over again,

did so in the same general way so that the two learning
curves for each sub j ect were remarkably alike.

All the

results supported the conclusion that tvlO separate and
rather equal visual learning mechanisms were produced in
the brain of each operated cat.
Normal transfer of learning over the corpus callosum
\-Tas shown by Myers and Sperry to result in the establishment

- 7 of a nev, engram in, or through mediation of, the untrained
half of the brain (35,36).

vn1en the visual cortex of the

trained hemisphere was removed, some process of reduplication of the engram in the other hemisphere allovfed retention by the untrained eye, and the same retention of a
transferred learning vms found after the corpus callosum
vms cut beb'Teen the hemispheres (37).
After chiasm and callosum section, cats appear to
move with normal coordination and exhibit no confusion or
other outward sign of the separated brain processes.

The

only easily detected loss is the expected slight lateral
visual field defect due to loss of the crossing fibers (31).
The indications are that the visual processes themselves
are isolated somewhere in the parts of the two hemispheres
which communicate through the posterior corpus callosum,
and that processes determining motor functions, "nth which
they are to be linked, remain distributed in both halves
of the brain.
The cats of the above tests "lere trained with one
or other eye covered by a rubber face-mask.

Tney were

trained to push open hinged doors, on "Thich the visual
cues "lere mounted, to obtain a morsel of food (29,31,38).
The for'l'Tard pushes with forehead or nose "rere roughly
symmetric with respect to the axis of the body, and presumably both halves of the brain were involved.

An equiva-

lence of unilateral motor functions, which might be expected

- 8 to originate in one-half of the brain was reported for
visual learning by Schrier and Sperry

(39).

They demon-

strated that the chiasm-callosum sectioned cat could work
with either paw when vision was restricted to one eye by
a face-mask.

Alternate forced periods of work with left

and right paw allowed learning of both combinations with
a given eye to proceed side by side.

No superiority of

learning by particular eye-hand pairs was observed.

From

this we may conclude that, while visual learning by one
eye is contained ,dthin one hemisphere after chiasm and
callosum section, the motor system necessary for controlled
movements of the forelimbs is represented in, or connected
with, both hemispheres.
StUdies of the sensory processes and their elaboration, of perception and recall of meaning, have employed
the split-brain in attempts to locate essential regions
where learning and recall occur in each hemisphere.

Ex-

tensive ablations may be performed in one half-brain without incapacitating the animal.
It has been possible to pare away cortical tissue
and in this way to locate a center for analysis of touch
sensations.

Stamm and Sperry have shown that callosum-

sectioned cats no longer show the normal intermanual transfer of learned differences in shape or texture of pedals
pushed by the fore limbs without visual observation (40) .
Sperry then demonstrated that there was a relatively small

- 9 region in each hemisphere which is necessary and sufficient
for tactile discrimination learning and retention by the
forelimb of the other side of the body (41).
This limitation of the essential sensory analysis
to a small piece of cortex receiving projection fibers has
not been possible, however, in the case of visual learning.
Sperry, Myers and Schrier (42) found that monocular deficits
in visual coordination and retention followed removal of
nonvisual cortex on one side of the chiasm-sectioned cats.
The losses were more pronounced after subsequent sectioning
of the corpus callosum.

Two-, and three-stage removals of

cortex revealed that both parietal and frontal regions
were involved in visual processes.

Gradual recovery of

simpler visual functions occurred over many weeks of observation and some of the tasks which had been trained before surgery recovered; particularly simpler tasks which
were learned more quickly by normal subjects.

The cats

were described as suffering impairment of the visual perceptual process itself rather than its motor expression.
The eye which is connected to the isolated visual
projection area on one side of the split-brain may still
be used alone for reflex placing reactions (42) and for
withdrawal reflexes conditioned to a flashing light (43).
These eye-limb coordinations have been found to survive
even when the eye is used in combination with the limb
that receives cortical innervation from the motor area of
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the other, intact cerebral hemisphere.

Some kind of inter-

hemispheric coupling at sub-callosal levels may account for
these results.
This possibility has been tested by making reciprocal
ablations in the two hemispheres .

Myers, Sperry and Miner

have found that eye-paw coordinations survived removal of
the frontal cortex with all of somatic areas I and II from
one hemisphere, plus removal of the entire temporal, occipital
and posterior parietal areas from the other hemisphere in
cats with total section of the corpus callosum, optic chiasm,
anterior and hippocampal commissures (41).
When interpreting this experiment it is necessary
to remember that bilateral anterior ablations lead to paralysis and paresthesia of the limbs, and that animals with bilateral posterior ablations which include all of the occipital
area make only the simplest visual discriminations, such as
of brightness differences or of the movement of striped patterns.

Further data on interhemispheric integrations, ob-

tained wi th monkeys, is di scu s sed be low.
Experiments with split-brain monkeys have, to a
large extent, replicated the various results obtained vdth
cats

(9).

However, there are differences, particularly

concerning the elaboration of the response, and there are
indications that callosal communication is more efficient
in the more highly evolved organism.
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Dissociation of visual learning in the two hemispheres
following chiasm and callosum section has been reported in
brief communications from two laboratories.

Sperry has

described efficient interhemispheric communication of
visual learning. involving brightness, size, color, 3-D
/

shape and flat-pattern discriminations , after section of
the chiasm, anterior commissure and anterior half of the
corpus callosum, This transfer was abolished by subsequent
cutting of the remaining part of the corpus callosum (44).
Downer has found absence of interhemispheric communication
for pattern and color discriminations after section of the
chiasm and corpus callosum (45).

In both cases the sub j ects

were required to choose between small, visually distinct objects and to displace one of them by hand in order to obtain
a food reward.
Do\~er

claims that color discriminations were laid

down on both sides \'lhen learned through one eye after chiasm
section, as long as the callosum remained intact.

Pattern

discriminations on the other hand were said to be more often
than not restricted to the side receiving sensory information
by direct thalamic pro j ection (45).

However, in other studies

cats have been found to transfer pattern discrimination learning across the corpus callosum (32), and the writer has observed efficient transfer of pattern discrimination learning
in a monkey \'uth approximately four square millimeters of
the posterior corpus callosum intact.
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Sperry trained opposing discriminations concurrently
to the two eyes of split-brain monkeys and found no signs
of interference.

He observed that even temperamental ef-

fects (sulking) with a particular problem could be coupled
exclusively to one eye and the half-brain functioning with
i t (44).

In a study of intermanualsomesthetic transfer in
split-brain monkeys, Glickstein and Sperry reaffirmed an
earlier observation (44) that, though transfer was frequently blocked by callosum section, it could occur; and
they discovered, furthermore, that transfer in one direction
could be aided by
area

(46).

unilateral damage to one somatic cortical

This latter effect arose presumably because

learning was forced to occur predominantly on the undamaged
side, even when the ipsilateral hand (the one most affected
by surgery) was in use.

Glickstein and Sperry have drawn

attention to the fact that general motor habits, including
exploratory comparison of the stimuli, transferred to the
untrained limb after callosum section, even in those cases
"'hen learning of the correct choice between critical tactile
cues failed to be transferred.

Transfer of somesthetic

learning may be explained as due to the presence of uncrossed somesthetic sensory fibers which allo,"T both limbs
to have representation in each hemisphere.

An apparent conflict of interpretation has appeared
in the reports to date of the relationship betw'een the .
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processes of visual perception and regulation of limb movements in split-brain monkeys.

Downer has reported a very

strong tendency for spontaneous choice of the contralateral
hand when vision is restricted to one eye

(47).

In most

of his cases, 90 -100% of voluntary moves made over tests of
300 to 700 trials in length ",ere made \d th the right hand
"Then ·the left eye was in use, and vice versa.

Changes of

limb use followed rapidly upon the change of vision from
one eye to the other.

In the few cases where an ipsilateral

combination of eye and hand were used for a few trials, a
preference for use of the same hand had already been clear
when both eyes were open or before callosum section.

Ipsi-

lateral hand movements were described as "clumsy and a",kward
with much pawing and groping," and the impression was gained
that the movements following an initial orientation to the
response situation were "as if blind."
Tests with artifiCial restraint of one limb at a
time revealed that ipsilateral combinations could become
effective in performing the tasks on visual cues

(47).

After long training the movements became "surer, swifter
and nruch less fumbling," in all cases, but the proficiency
always fell behind that for the other eye.

This slo\,1 im-

provement was found to be similar to that seen in recovery
of function following ablation of the precentral (motor)
gyrus of the cerebral cortex.

- 14 Sperry has reported that the monkey

~dll

use either

hand to perform visual discriminations, even though the
visual input is restricted to one side.

One case has been

described in which, after removal of the arm area from the
right side of the cerebrum and recovery of function of the
left limb, the left eye and hand could be used together
for good performance

(48 ).

Perhaps the discrepancy shown by the two reports is
a reflection of differences in technique.

Specifically,

attention may be dravm to the very different methods employed for restricting vision .

Downer approximated the

two trimmed eye-lids together with surgical thread and
allowed them to remain continuously closed to gether for
periods of some weeks .

His subjects were therefore forced

to use monocular viSion with a particular eye continuously
for this length of time.

Sperry's experiments were per -

formed with restriction of vision only at the time of
viewing of the stimuli.

The subjects Nere free to use both

eyes, except during each trial when the y voluntarily placed
the head behind a Single eye - hole and peered out at the
other"dse inviSible response situation and visual cues ( 9 ).
The question of sensory-sensory association which is
fundamental to understanding of mechanisms of perception and
stimulus recognition has been approached by training monkeys
tasks which require combined discrimination of visual and
somesthetic differences so that the decision in one modality

- 15 is "conditional" on the stimulation of the other.

The

correct choice of an object to be moved by hand must be
made in these tests on the basis of both feel and appearance of the object (48,9).
Monkeys, first trained with the right eye and left
hand, learned the same task v,i th left eye and right hand
without any sign of transfer of learning.

However, once

this second training was completed both ipsilateral eyeand-hand combinations performed with high level of retention
and only a little hesitancy during the first several trials.
When the somesthetic area was removed from one hemisphere, it was found that visuo-somesthetic discriminations
were retained for the unaffected limb working in combination
with either eye.

The ipsilateral combination of eye and

limb, requiring linking of function between the hemispheres,
reached criterion within 50 trials.

Six weeks after the

ablation, as soon as the hand contralateral to the lesion
Nas recovered sufficiently for tests to be performed with
it, retention was found to be complete ",lith either eye,
but only after a preliminary fluctuating performance for
the first 3 days with the ipsilateral combination (48).
vJe have reported above the survival of visuo-motor
coordinations following reciprocal lesions in the two hemispheres of split-brain cats, and pointed out that this result suggests an interhemispheric integration through the
brain stem.

There seems to be no other way to account for

- 16 the present results in which there is modification by visual
processes contained in one hemisphere of processes thought
to be confined to the other hemisphere by callosum section.
The degree to which the cerebral hemispheres may
interact or cooperate in learning after the corpus callosum
has been sectioned is still uncertain.

Most of the tests

of learning have indicated that sensory processes are
isolated.

Contradictory discriminations have been used to

test the independence of the two halves of a split-brain
during learning.

Myers trained cats conflicting visual

pattern discrimination tasks in seriatim (29-31), and Sperry
trained monkeys to learn such tasks concurrently; with 5
or 10 trials to one eye, then as many to the other eye, and
so on, alternately (44,48).

The same has been done with

the two pa\'1S on reverse tactile discrimation problems (40,46).
In no case was evidence of confusion or frustration observable
in the behavior of the subjects.
Myers has shown that normal transfer through the
corpus callosum may be suppressed by presentation of conflicting stimuli to the two hemispheres.

Subjects trained

with the chiasm sectioned, but with the callosum intact
showed transfer of the general nature of a problem through
the callosum, and suppression of callosal communication
when two problems, different in detail and contradictory
in general feature s, were trained \fl th alternation bet\,leen
the two eyes

(49).

~wers

has concluded that transfer of

- 17 information through the corpus callosum is continued, but is
without effect at times when there is competition from information arriving directly through the geniculo-striate
projection.
Tne present study was designed to obtain further information about the distribution of visual learning and,
at the same time, to investigate the mechanism of eye-hand
coordination in split-brain monkeys.

The independence of

visual learning in the two hemispheres after chiasm and
callosum were sectioned was tested by presenting h-ro contradictory tasks simultaneously, one to each eye.

These

tasks required perception of differences beh-reen paired
visual stimuli and both tasks converged upon a single
response situation in which either hand could be used for
obtaining a reward.
The studies of Sperry and Myers have

sho~m

that con-

tradictory discriminations may be learned and retained in
the two halves of the split-brain regardless of the form
of the response.

But contradictory discriminations may be

learned and retained by normal monkeys, provided there is
some opportunity for the subject to switch his set for the
interpretation of the stimuli one way or the other.

It

seems possible that in the case of the tests with splitbrain animals the alternations of monocular training or
testing periods, however brief, might provide cues which
would allow the processes of recognition for the opposing

- 18 discriminations to be kept apart.

On the other hand, if

the perception processes for the two eyes are completely
separated in the split-brain, it might be possible for
two conflicting engrams to be acquired sinrultaneously.
It was planned to test this possibility directly;
to follow the course of learning in both halves of the
split-brain by measuring the retention by each eye as
soon as a dependable criterion of learning with both eyes
at once had been attained.

A variety of visual tasks were

chosen in an attempt to test the further possibility that
some tasks would be more subject to interhemispheric mixing than others.
It was immediately noted that any disbalance of
learning between the two halves of the brain could be
correlated with the development of a habit for use of one
particular limb.

Thenceforth, careful record was kept of

the use of the two hands in performance of responses and,
in addition, tests were made with forced modification of
habits which had become established freely.
Cases of sinrultaneous learning of two contradictory
problems "Jere observed, but gradually it became clear that
the method could yield information about factors of learning
which might lead one eye to ascendency over the other.
Finally, observations were being made in an attempt to
understand the dynamics of the attention processes which

- 19 underly the learning, and to determine the way in which
the visual choice arises in conjunction with an intention
to move a certain way_
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CHAPTER II
METHODS

General Methods
Monkeys were trained to push by hand on one of two
small plastic screens placed side by side, and to make
their choice of movement on the basis of simple differences between visual stimuli projected onto the screens.
Most subjects were trained after "split-brain"
surgery.

Nerve fibers which cross over from each eye to

the other side of the brain were cut at the chiasm, and
direct communication between visual areas of the cerebral
cortices were eliminated by cutting of the corpus callosum
and other commissures of the forebrain.

Visual structures

of the brain stem below the cerebral hemispheres were also
separated in cases where additional surgery was performed
to midbrain commissures.
The two parallel visual systems of the split-brain
subjects were presented with different visual tasks simultaneously as a test of their independence during learning.
This was accomplished by use of polarized visual stimuli
viewed by the subject through polarizing filters.
While overlapping polarizers allow only a minute
amount of light to pass when their polarization planes are
crossed at right angles, filters of like orientation transmit light with slight loss.

Differing pairs of stimuli,
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polarized at right angles to one another, were superimposed
upon the pair of plastic screens, and individual eye-windows
of polarizing material, also oriented at right angles, caused
each pair of stimuli to be visible to a different eye.

In

this way the split-brain subjects were presented with two
visual discrimination tasks converging upon a single response.
In most of the experiments to be described, the two
visual tasks presented at one time were mutually contradictory.

In consequence, any common brain process associated

with the recognition of the stimuli, and receiving component
information from both retinas, would be annulled.

When

working on a trial the subject looked out with both eyes
upon a simplified visual field conSisting of a black surface
in front of the eyes, a shallow metal shelf just beloiV' the
level of the eyes, and above the shelf, set in the black
surface, two squares of \llhite plastic illuminated from behind.

To this field seen equally by both eyes were added

the differential pairs of polarized cues (see fig. 4).
When a particular task was presented for the first
time, both eyes of the subject were left free to receive
their respective stimuli, and both hands were free for
responses.

Training was continued in this way until a

criterion of statistically significant learning had been
achievedj then the distribution of visual learning processes
betlV'een the two halves of the brain could be found by testing performance with each eye alone.

If one eye was found

FIG. I -

TRAINING BOX AND APPARATUS

SUBJECT IN RESTRAINED
WORKING POSITION,
EYES BEHIND
POLARIZING
WINDOWS

ADJUSTABLE HEAD
RE STRAINTS

FOR PROJECTING

CONTROL
BOX

+'

POLARIZED

AUTOMATIC REWARD
DISPEN S ER

STIMULI .

1

N

N

- 23 to have poor retention of the task to which it had already
been exposed during binocular training, this eye was further
trained alone until learning was complete.

Finally, the

effect of forced use of combinations of eye and hand other
than those chosen voluntarily by the subject was studied,
all combinations being eventually trained to criterion.
The performance during training ",as recorded as
sequences of movements, each made by a particular hand to
a particular response screen and scored as correct or incorrect.
Notes 1'rere made of the eagerness with "rhich the
response was made, the hesitancy of the subject in choosing
a response, any ineffective gestures made by either hand
to the screens, and the reaction by the subject to success
or failure when this reaction was particularly emotional.
A one-\<lay glass "r.i.ndow in the side of the training box
made it possible to observe all movements of the subject
closely.
Apparatus
The aim of providing simultaneous, but different,
stimulation of the eyes required that the subjects "rere to
be trained in a box which limited their access to the visual
stimuli.

For this purpose they were made accustomed to work-

ing with the head placed in a fixed position, and only in
this voluntarily assumed position could they see the stimuli,
gain visual control of responses, or obtain re1'rard.

(See fig . . 1. )
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FIG. 2 -

FRONT OF TRAINING BOX TO SHOW EYE-HCLES
HEAD-RESTRAINTS.
. AND

A- FRaIl IN FRONT

C- FRONTI£ SIDE

B- FROM BEItNO

0- FROM OIRECTl-V BELOW

- 25 When looking at the

stimul~,

as in figure 1, the

subject was placed with each eye 5 mm. behind a small
spectacle-like window (see figs. 2,3).

In this way the

paths of vision of the two eyes were separated.

Stimuli

mounted as standard 2" x 2" slides were back-projected onto
two white plastic screens at 5-6" directly in front of the
eyes, and easily visible to both of them.

Without moving

from position, the subject could reach through a horizontal
space to push one or the other screen, and, if the correct
side had been chosen, a switch behind the screen caused
delivery of a peanut onto a shelf in front of the screens.
A small partition beti'Teen the screens prevented double
pushing by a hand aimed at both screens.
Simultaneous presentation of different stimuli to
the eyes was made possible by polarization of the light
between the projectors and the screens.

Polarizing material

mounted in thin plastic sheet in front of the projectors
polarized the stimulus figures before they were focussed on
the screens.

The latter were made of an opal plastic, 1/16"

thick, chosen for minimum depolarization of the light pattern. *

A second pair of polarizing filters, one in front

of each eye, allowed control of vision.

If the planes of

polarization of a projector-filter and of an eye-filter
were parallel, a slight reduction in intensity of the projected image occurred, but it remained plainly visible.

* See

p. 2 9 .
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- 28 If, however, the filters were a crossed pair, all but a
very small part of the projected light was blocked.

In

this case a figure could then be made invisible to the eye
by a low level of unpolarized background illumination.
Thus the relative orientation of projector-filters and
eye-filters could determine which eye would see the
stimuli from a particular projector (figa 1 and 3).
Two sets of a pair of stimulus figures were projected with equal brightness of total illumination, so as
to overlap on the screens with one figure of each pair on
each screen.

The two sets were mutually contradictory.

If, for instance, one set from one projector presented
a cross on the left and a circle on the

r~ght,

the other,

from the second projector, showed the circle on the left
and the cross on the right.

Each set was viSible to only

one eye, left or right, depending upon the plane of polarization of the projector-filter relative to the filter in front
of the eyes.

When the projector-filters were interchanged

in accordance with a standard schedule of alternation for
side of rewarded response, the stimulus pairs were simultaneously reversed for each eye (figs. 3 and 4).
A note on leakage of light through
crossed polarizing filters
The filters used were made of Polaroid HN 32
mounted between 1/3211 thick laminated plastic.

These, when

crossed, have a transmittance between 0.0003 and 0.000,01 for
visible light.

The light is specially modified on passage

- 29 through the filters since there is higher transmittance in
the blue-violet region.

A bright white light appears purple

when viewed through the crossed polaroids.
ifuen a pattern of light of the contrast of brightness
used in these experiments is projected through such a filter
onto a screen of the white plastic material used (Plexiglas

#w-2067), and this is viewed in a darkened room through a
sheet of polaroid oriented at right angles to the pattern
of light emitted from the screen, a faint bluish ghost of
the pattern is visible.

This becomes invisible when even

a low level of unpolarized overlapping illumination is
added.

\fuen a second pattern is projected, the threshold

of visibility of the ghost is further reduced.
Thus, when two patterns of light are vertically
polarized and the other horizontally polarized, are both
projected at comparable levels of illumination so as to
overlap on the plastic screens, only one is visible through
a filter oriented parallel to it.
Training
Preliminary training
Familiarization of each subject with the restrained
head position began with the rear head-barrier removed and
the side barriers \'lidely separated (fig. 2).

Food placed

on the shelf in front of the eyes enticed the subject to look
out and also to reach up through the arm space while looking.
The screens were then placed in position and the relationship

- 30 bet",een depression of one of the screens and deli very of
rew'ard VlaS soon discovered.

Automatic cut-off of the re-

ward after each push caused the subjects to learn rapidly
that only one push at a time would be effective.
The warning tone (cf. fig. 1) ,'las soon introduced
as a cue to effective response, and then the visual stimuli
of the first problem ",ere projected onto the screens.
Binocular training of the contradictory visual tasks
In each daily training session, 50 to 100 trials
'1'1'ere presented as rapidly as the animal 1-lOuld work 'I'ri thout
becoming excited or satiated with the revlard.

Each group

of ten successive trials include 5 rewarded on the left
side, and 5 rewarded on the right.
The criterion of learning
A criterion of correctness, better than the 0.025%
level of probability by chance, 1-laS set by training until
twenty successive trials (two groups) included 2 or fewer
errors.

Experience sh01tIS that a monkey has learned and

1'rill normally retain a task trained to this level of
correctness.

No overtraining beyond this level preceded

the monocular tests.
Monocular tests for retention, and monocular
training in absence of retention
Upon attainment of the above criterion, with both
eyes free to see the stimuli, each eye "laS tested alone.

- 31 f-1onocular attention was forced by placing a small blackened
metal flap over one vnndow immediately in front of one eye.

In general, the eye of the opposite side of the body to the
limb chosen for response was tested first; then, after 10 or
20 trials, the other eye was tested in a similar \"ay.

In all cases, training with one eye alone required
presentation of only one pair of stimuli in each trial.
Under these circumstances only one projector was employed
in each trial.
Although restriction of vision to either eye would
sometimes cause a drop of performance to belov, criterion,
at least one eye rapidly became as effective alone as when
both eyes \"ere open.

This most-retentive ' eye vias regarded

as the one to which attention had been directed during
binocular learning.

In some cases the second eye performed

\'/'i th equal efficiency with the reverse task.

Usually its

performance was immediately inferior, and in this event
training was continued until the criterion of correct
performance had again been attained.

Subsequent tests

depended upon the course of performance as will be described
in the presentation of the results.
Control of training
Trials ",ere presented 1tith irregular alternation
of the side rewarded according to the principle laid d01'Vn
by Gellerman for blO-choice discrimination training (50).
It "las impossible for the sub j ect to attain a significant

- 32 correlation of performance

,,;i th

re1'rard except by attending

to and learning the visual stimuli.
Spurious visual cues were eliminated by interchange
of the projectors

f rom time to time, exchange of slides

bearing the stimulus figures, and like methods of control.
Auditory cues of change of stimuli or reward were
prevented by use of silent mercury sNitches for shift of
re'l'lard, or for interchange of the projectors where this
'\'I'as used for reversal of the cues in monocular training.
The reversal of polarization planes of the projectorfilters ''las accomplished with almost no sound, and false,
reversed moves Nere used to check this out as a source
of learned information.

In no case Nas evidence obtained

of attention to this cue.
Control s1utches, operated by the experimenter in
the inter-trial interval, enabled each trial to be set up
'l'ri th

proper distribution of stimulus figures and appropriate

connection of the re'l'lard circuit.

Upon depression of a

start s\utch by the experimenter, both projectors were
turned on and the reward circuit, controlling the automatic
peanut vendor, was completed,

Simultaneously, a lO'l'l-pitched

warning tone alerted the subject to the possibility of
making a response.

Any move made by the subject 1'lhich

caused depression of either switch behind the two response
screens immediately resulted in the disconnection of the
whole circuit and further pushes were 1U thout effect until
a new trial was set.
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- 34 Vi sual Stimuli
The stimuli were projected with the aid of a
standard 300 watt 2ft x 2ft slide projector placed as shown
in figure 1.
In the following account of results each discrimination task is referred to by one of the letters A through O.
The tasks are shown, with stimuli in proportion to the size
they were actually projected, in figure 5 .

•

Task A.--Two, half-inch diameter, transparent, plastic
push-buttons mounted in a transparent plastiC surround, and
illuminated from behind.

Both buttons and surround were

covered with sheet polarizing filter.

I'ihen viewed through

one or other eye window of the training box, the buttons
appeared as one black and the other white in a grey surround
half-way in brightness between the two.
brightnesses

~Tere

These relative

determined by the orientation of the

polarizing material relative to the eye filters.
Task B.--Relatively complex and distinct colored
patterns.

A blue triangle, bordered

~Qth

a yellow line,

and containing red, purple, green and dark blue spots was
coupled with a stack of green, orange, red and blue horizontal bars.
Task C.--A black cross and a black circle of equal
area.

- 35 Task

D.--Uni~orm di~ferences

in illumination.

The

level of light on one response screen was reduced by insertion of a Kodak Wratten Neutral Density Filter No. 96 over
half the projected field of light.

A filter of density

1.00, with 10% transmittance, was used.
Task E.--Scattered small figures forming overall
patterns differing in composition.

In one, irregular curved

lines were added to the common pattern of irregular, different-sized stars.

The patterns were approximated in

overall brightness.
Task F.--Black outline stars with equal area; one
with 5 points, the other with 6.
Task G.--Orthogonal, concentric patterns
black lines.

o~

fine

Concentric circles and radiating lines.

Task H.--Uniform blue and orange illuminations.
The hue was determined with Kodak 1:i'ratten Filters No. 44A
and No. 23A, respectively.

Brightnesses were balanced for

human vision by addition of Kodak N.D. No. 96, with 80%
transmittance, to No. 23A.
Task I.--A black circular spot and a black triangle
of equal area.
Task J.--Horizontal and vertical pairs of rectangular lines.
Task K.--Two line drawings representing two Necker
Cubes which normally give rise to ambiguous illusions of

- 36 three-dimensional orientation.

Each figure was made un-

ambiguous by breaks in certain of the lines which favored
the appearance of one or other of the two possible interpretations.
Task L.--Photographs of grey cylinders, illuminated
from one side and tilted in two diagonal directions, with
top or bottom nearest to the subject.
Task M.--Yellow and green uniform illuminations.
Kodak Wratten Filters No.9 (plus N.D. No. 96 with 40%
transmittance) and No. 57.
Task N.--Green and violet uniform illuminations.
Kodak Wratten Filters No. 11 and No. 32 (plus N.D. No. 96,
transmittance 63%).
Task O.--Yellow and blue uniform illuminations.
Kodak 1Ilratten Filters No.8 (plus N.D. No. 96, transmittance 16%) and No. 46.
The dominant wavelengths of the color filters,
when used in conjunction with an incandescent tungsten
source, are as follows:

- 37 Dominant
T,lJavelength
Task

rrr

Filter

Color

H

44A
23A

Blue
Orange

492
606

M

9
57

Yellow
Green

583
531

N

11

32

Yellow-Green
Violet

553
531

8
46

Yellow
Indigo Blue

581
475

0

Surgery, Recovery and Postmortems
Surgery *
Barbiturate anesthesia was administered after ether
induction, by both intrapleural and intramuscular injections.
Aseptic technique was used throughout, and close
visual control of the operation was obtained with the aid
of a wide angle binocular microscope with coaxial illumination.

The head of the subject

'tTaS

held firmly tied in a

moulded plastic frame fitting to the contours of the lower
jaw.
An elliptical bone segment, approximately 4 cm x 3 cm
was removed from the skull, extending rather more

do~m

the

* The surgery was performed by Dr. H. L. Arora with
methods developed by Dr. R. 'VJ . Sperry.

- 38 left side than to the right of the midline.

A longitudinal

incision was made in the dura to the left of the sagittal
sinus, and

deflected towards the falx cerebri.

For ex-

posure of the commissures, the left cerebral hemisphere
was gently retracted a few mm, and cutting was carried out
with small knives and fine glass suction tubes with sharp
tips.

The field of operation was kept clear of blood and

cerebrospinal fluid by suction.

A specially constructed

speculum allowed separation of the two halves of the cerebrum
and visualization of all phases of the surgery, including
cutting of the optic chiasm at the base of the brain and
separation of the superior colliculi.

In conclusion, the

dura was sutured loosely with surgical silk, the bone flap
was replaced and held in place, without pressure on the
cerebrum, by ,'lire sutures, then muscular layers and scalp
were approximated and sutured together.
Antibiotics were administered upon completion of
surgery .
Post surgical recovery and abnormalities
consequent to surgery
As a rule, abnormal consequences of surgery, such
as weakness, lack of responsiveness, transient minor paralyses or seizures, were over by the end of the first week
after the operation.
attention.

The following points require special

- 39 Subjects CHC, BRS and IGR all showed slight weakness
of the right side and a tendency to turn head and eyes to
the right, and to circle to the right when walking in the
first postoperative week.

CHC and IGR suffered Jacksonian

type seizures of the right leg, arm and face on the 4th and
6th days respectively .

The nex t day, in each case, the

seizures were absent and thereafter there was steady recovery with attainment of apparently normal use of all limbs
and good vision within the following week.
Subject HDN was first operated upon in the usual way
for section of callosum and chiasm.

After signs of inter-

ocular transfer of pattern and color discrimination learning, a second operation was performed 7 months later.

A

small portion of the extreme posterior edge of the corpus
callosum approximately 5 sq. rom in area was found intact.
Corpus callosum and optic chiasm were reseparated, and
further surgery was performed to divide the posterior
commissure and separate the superior colliculi.
After operation to the midbrain structures, subjects JNY and HDN showed characteristic signs which have
since become recognized as characteristic of this extended
split-brain surgery .

In this condition the eyes appear

wide open, slightly protuberant and with some\'1hat dilated
pupils.

There is generally a trembling of the eyes which

takes the form of an oscillatory see-saw nystagmus, one
eye moving up while the other moves down and vice versa.

- 40 This movement varies in intensity and appears most pronounced when the subjects are staring vacantly inth apprehension, and least pronounced when they are concentrating visual attention on some visual task.

The tremor

has a frequency of about 5 oscillations per second; there
are associated trembling movements of the eye-brows and
head when the nystagmus is most severe.
These effects persist long after surgery; subject
JNY has protruding eyes with see-saw movements 16 months
after surgery.
Both JNY and HDN showed weakness and a certain
ineptness in coordination when free in a large cage after
the midbrain surgery, but when in familiar situations they
were capable of competent and apparently normal behavior.
Subject HDN was considerably less alert and learned
poorly after the second operation, though tasks learned
before this surgery were retained perfectly.

It was noted

3 weeks after the operation that HDN walked vaguely and
gently about a large exercise cage.

Visual fixation ap-

peared poor; peanuts could be seen and picked up but with
rather more than usual concentration.
The subject miscalculated the position of perches
in the cage when forced to move quickly, and stumbled.
Nervous threatening gestures were made to the experimenter
and the head twitched, usually cocked to the left meanwhile.
The face was generally expressionless and a wan monotonous

- 41 call was made when the monkey was lert alone.

In the

training box this subject showed less ale.r tness but more
compulsive activity than berore the operation, and made
submissive or agressive

races and gestures orten accompanied

by grunting noises to the mirror rormed by the one-way-vision
glass rront. Frequently the hair or the shoulders and arms
was erected.
At the time or sacririce, 8 months arter the second
opera tion it vvas no ted that the right pupi 1 (6 mID di ame ter )
was somewhat more dilated than the lert (4 mm).
Post-morten examination or the
extent or surgery
Tnree subjects have been sacririced and examined ror
surgical erfects.

All were perrused with 10% rormalin im-

mediately upon death following administration or a lethal
dose of barbiturate.

The brains \"ere carerully removed,

examined grossly, then blocked for histological pre paration
and microscopic examination when there was doubt concerning
the extent or the surgery.

The results were as follows:

CHC.--The corpus callosum, anterior and hippocampal
commissures and optic chiasm were found to be completely
se vered.

The massa intermedia was round separated in the

anterior haIr but rully intact in the posterior half.

No

attempt had been made to separate the two halves or the
thalamus at surgery.

The right fornix had been injured

in surgery and was degenerate.

The incision in the chiasm
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- 43 was near the midline but veered slightly to t h e ri ght at
the posterior aspect.
No injuries \-,ere noted on the surface of the brain.
IGR.--The corpus callosum, anterior and hippocampal
commissures and optic chiasm ,...ere found to be perfectly
sectioned.

The chiasm was divided exactly in the midline.

Three tiny lesions, made by the drill during removal of
the bone plate, were noted in the cortex; but these were
obviously of inconsequential dimenSions.
HDN.--The corpus callosum, anterior hippocampal
habenular and posterior commissures and optic chiasm were
sectioned, and the superior and inferior colliculi ,...ere
separated by an incision extending down to the third
ventricle, and posteriorly to a point just anterior to
the trigeminal decussation.
A large lesion (fig. 6), apparently caused by
retraction of the left hemisphere and postoperative infection of the brain, had produced an excavation in
this hemisphere extending from just anterior to the precentral motor area for the right foot and dot.,rn into the
cingulate gyrus, completely removing the cortex of the
supplementary motor area of il}'oolsey, et al. (51).

The

corpus callosum was absorbed, and a hydrocephalic condition had distended all cerebral ventricles.

Sections

through the thalamus revealed that nuclei h ad suffered displacement, but that they had apparently lost little tissue.

- 44 It has been noted above that HDN had certain ab-

normal signs after this operation, which were not seen by
other cases

~tlth

similar surgery.

These may largely be

accounted for by the losses of cortical tissue from the
medial face of the left hemisphere.

The effects produced

by experimental ablation of one cingulate gyrus have been
reported by Showers and Crosby (52).

They noted the

following effects:
Deviation of the head, neck, eyes and tongue
tm·; ards the side of the lesion.
Lm<Tered body temperature and piloerection over
the face, neck, trunk and upper extremities.
Dilation of the pupil of the eye contralateral
to the lesion.
The animals remained alternately sleepy and hyperkinetic for about 4 days.

They remained more active than

others in the colony and were more vocal, more aggressive
and less fearful.
These observations bear many pOints of correspondence with the postoperative behavior of HDN described
on pages 40 and 41.

- 45 The Subjects
The seven monkeys used are referred to in the text
by three-letter abbreviation of their names.

Their dif-

ferent characteristics are summarized in Table I.
TABLE I
Name

SEecies

Sex

Lbs.
HeiE;ht*

Personalit;'l

HLN

R

m

14

Young and lively. Cooperative.

ELZ

C

f

12

Tame and gentle.
house-pet.

CHC

R

m

8

IGR

R

m

20

Robust. Serious.
aggressive.

BRS

R

m

17

Eager and excitable.

HDN

R

m

15

Large but timid. Changed by
surgery (cf. p. 40).

JNY

R

m

11

Young, quiet and shy.
Cooperative.

Young and excitable.

R

=

Macaca (Rhesus) mulatta;

C

=

Macaca (Cynamolgus) irus.
m

Had been

= male

f = female

* Taken at the end of the experiments.

Became
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RESULTS
Introduction
Two factors were measured as quantitative indices
of behavior.

The number of correct moves, or of errors

made in each group of 10 trials, indicated

h01tl

accurately

the subject could choose bet1tleen the visual stimuli.

The

distribution of correct moves and incorrect moves between
the hands, and the relative amount of use made of each
hand, averaged over a number of trials, could be obtained
as information about the brain mechanisms of visuo-motor
coordination.
In the follm'fing, the changes of visual choice
will be recorded as numbers of trials correct in each
group of ten, and given in the form of learning curves,
or as numbers of errors made in each group of 10 trials
and tabulated.

Each measure was taken from the initiation

of a particular training, at the beginning of a new task
or new condition of vision, unti l criterion had been
reached.

In tables of errors, those errors made during

the 20 criterial trials will be omitted.

They number 0,

1 or 2 in accord wi th the definition of criterion used

(cf. p. 30 ).
Motor performance is reported as numbers of
correct and incorrect moves made by each hand in each
group of 10 trials, or as sums or percentages derived

- 47 from these numbers.

Figures show the distribution of

errors and correct moves between left and right hands,
and the changes vlhich occur during learning or retention
testing.
Section I
Performance of normal subjects
Fig. 7 shows the course of learning by a normal,
naive subject, MLN, under conditions in which both eyes
were presented the same stimuli in each trial.

Task C,

requiring discriminati on between a black cross and a
black circle, was used (cf. fig.

5).

For the first few days of training the subject
was nervous and could not be worked for more than 10-50
trials in anyone session.

During this time many con-

secuti ve pushes ,'lere made by the left hand to the left
response screen; a "position preference" which enabled
escape from choice between the visual cues.

"\m ile a

position habit persists, each group of 10 trials includes

5 in which reward is obtained.*
After 200 trials there 'I'laS a period of learning
which, however, did not last.

The learning curve fluc-

tuates uncertainly and there is occasional reappearance
of a position preference.

Criterion was attained after

a total of 750 trials by a sudden reappearance of learning.

*A

position preference is defined as occurring when
a group of 10 successive trials contains only pushes to
one of the tltlO screens.
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Explanation of FigureS.
The followinG conventions were used in the learning curves of figures

7 to 14:Each subject is represented by a three-letter symbol as in the text,
and this is followed by a letter indicating the task presented.
e.g. MIn'-C means, "performance by subject MIn' on Task Cn •
Each point represents one group of ten trials •

• random choice} 5 trials correct in each group of 10.
II:

binocular performance with contradictory st1Jllu.ll.

c

monocular performance •

R

.. right eye.

L

= lett eye.

-

= performance

with a position preference} see p.

47.

13, the task is described with the st1lllul.us correct tor the
lett eye given first. Thus, "Grey vs. White" means, "Grey correct for the lett eye, White correct for the right eye".

In figure

- 49 Subsequent tests revealed that both eyes had perfect retention of the task when used individually.
Although all moves during learning were made with
the left hand, the right hand could be used with either
eye for perfect performance; '<Then a barrier ,<Tas placed
ac~oss

the left half of the arm-slot preventing use of the

left hand, the follm<Ting two trials .<Tere prolonged, with
a few frustrated moves by the left hand and signs of
nervousness and confusion.

However, by the third trial

no attempt was made to use the left hand, and thenceforth
either hand could be used without difficulty.
The reaction to contradictory overlapping pairs
of stimuli by normal subjects varies with past experience.
Naive animals were no. more disturbed by the contradictory
cues than by the unfamiliarity of the whole situation.
But, when experienced subjects were presented contradictory stimuli, after they had learned to use similar
stimuli for directing their responses, there were signs
of frustration.
The above subject, r-1LN, was immediately bei'Tildered
by overlapping polarized pairs of stimuli presented after
learning and made a few nervous responses, then stopped
'<Tork.
One case (ELZ) was first trained to choose a black
push-button as correct and to reject a white button (task
A), then ,<Tas presented vTi th contradictory pairs of

- 50 stimuli to the two eyes.

Thus the correct button in each

trial now appeared black, as before, to the right eye,
but white to the left eye (cf. fig.

5).

The initial binocular learning was normal and
there w"as perfect retention by both eyes as in the case
of

~~N.

The curve for performance with contradictory

ones (fig. 8) shows that learning could occur, but that
only periodically, during long exposure to the situation,
could choices be made accurately.
The fluctuations of performance do not show correspondence lrith the daily training sessions.

A few inter-

spersed monocular tests of 6 trials each indicate that good
performance occurred Ivhen the left eye ''las ina ttenti ve.
The right eye shO"\'lS good retention throughout.

Apparently

temporary escape from the conflict could be obtained by
inattention to the eye which suffered reversal of cues.
At first the subject was greatly disturbed by
the frustrating stimulation and became obviously tense
and nervous each period of superior performance.

The

temperamental displays included jumping, making of faces
to the reflecting glass in the front of the training box,
biting at wrists and ankles, and sulking
to the eye -,'lindo,'ls and screens.

~dth

back turned

v.Jhen she ''las sulking an

offered peanut ''lould be pointedly rejected.
In both the above cases, and in other tests of
normal subjects, the use of a particular limb ''las
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- 52 consistent, except occasionally at times of confusion or
e x citement.

After reaching cautiously with ei t her hand

when first introduced to the training box, and when food
inducements were laid in front of the response screen, the
subject came to prefer a hand for response which thereafter ,'las always used for pushing.

Peanuts Vlere picked

up by either hand from the metal shelf to \'lhich they were
delivered.
Summary and conclusions for Section I
Visual discrimination learning by a normal subject
proceeded

va th

an initial period in Nhich random responses

may be regulated by position preferences.
recurred after there
tive of learning.

~I(a s

These even

a period of improved score indica-

The final learning of the visual cues

Nas rapid and a steady hi gh level of choice \I(as maintained
thereafter.
Both eyes exhibited perfect retention of the visual
task immediately learning ,-las completed.
Although a particular limb \I(as chosen for learning
Nhen both hands \-Tere free to work, the previously unused
hand could be brought to work for perfect performance immediately the preferred hand Nas restrained.

There

~"as

a

brief confusion as hands Nere exchanged for the first time.
Contradictory overlapping pairs of cues cause
li ttle disturbance to a naive animal ''lhen presented one

- 53 to each eye.

Such stimuli are discouraging to, and

avoided by a subject previously trmned to choose between the same cues without contradiction.
A normal subject may learn to pay attention to
one eye and so resolve a conflict of visual stimulation
introduced after normal training, but this restriction
of attention is maintained poorly and involves considerable emotional strain.

Periodic improvement of perfor-

mance due to resolution of conflict alternates with
periods of collapse in which random choices supervene.
Section II
Tests for double visual learning in
split-brain subjects
Differences between subjects with the forebrain
commissures cut, * and those with additional surgery to
the commissures of the roof of the midbrain ** make it
convenient to consider these b'1o groups of subjects
separately.
A.

Subjects

~'1i th

chiasm and forebrain commissures

cut. --In Figures 9 and 10 are shmm the results of four
complete experiments with three subjects,CHC, IGR and BRS.

* The corpus callosum, anterior commissure, hippocampal
commissure were cut, but the habenular commissure was left
intact.
** The posterior commissure and anterior 2/3 of the roof
of the midbrain including all direct connections between the
superior colliculi, as l'1ell as the habenular commissure,
were cut in addition to the above forebrain structures.
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- 56 Table II summarizes the error scores to criterion
of learning for IGR and BRS over a series of

14 tasks,

and presents them in the order in which they were given
to the animals.
This data will be considered, first, as information
concerning the presence or absence of conflict during binocular training; and second, for such evidence of independent
learning or interaction of learning as may be obtained from
the monocular retention tests.
The learning curves of Figures 9 and 10 present
features which serve to distinguish some of them from
similar learning curves obtained

~dth

normal subjects as

shown in Figures 7 and 8, pages 48 and 51.

As in the case

MLN there are periods of erratic performance, followed or
preceded by steady periods in which the score remains at

5 correct in 10, and finally rapid rise to criterion.
However, the flat portions, revealed by the performance
record to reflect maintained position preference (cf. p. 47)
may be more prolonged in the split-brain learning.
IGR falls into long runs of 100 trials 1'1i th unbro ken position preference while learning Tasks B and D.
Later it will be shown that retention of these two tasks
VlaS

distinguished from retention of Task C by signs of

interocular conflict and suppression of use of one eye
(cf. p. 63).

Of the remaining binocular learning curves,

those for Tasks E and F also shO'\\Ted brief runs (of 50 and
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3
1
5
0
0
2
0

6
0

0
0
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180
110
70
87
11
8
11
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35

11
14
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35
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49

7

60
58
tILl
37
58
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0

0

IGR
Binocular Right Eye Left Eye

2
0

0

2

0
0
6

10
5
12

0

19
21
48

0
4
0

15
8
6

0

15
3

88
0
42
17
60

0

0

27
28
23
38

272

BRS
Binocular Right Eye Left Eye

SUBJECTS

B - Spotted triangle - Stripes'
both colored .
C - Cross-Circ l e.
D - Grey - \\fh.i te .
E - Patt er ns of smal l figures .
V1
-..J
F - 5 and 6 poi nted stars.
G - Concentric-Radial lines.
H - Blue - Orange.
I - Black spot-Black triangle .
J - Horizontal -Vertical
pairs of lines.
K - 2 directions of Necker Cube .
L - Photographs of tilted
cylinders.
M - Yellow-Green.
N - Green-Violet.
o - Yell ow-Bl ue .

TASKS

Number of errors made in attaining the criterion of two or fewer errors in 20 trials
(p = 0.0 25%). Binocular t r aining with contradiction, and subsequent monocular retention
tests for two subjects . (Er rors made during the two criterial groups of trials are omitted. )

TABLE II

- 58 40 trials, respectively) in which a position preference
was shown.
BRS, a more rapid learner throughout the tests,
shows position pref'erences of up to 50 trials in length
with Task B (fig. 10) and only very brief ones of 30
trials or less, in Trials E, F and H subsequently.
When performing on these tasks, the split-brain
subjects, though possibly a trifle vaguer in attention,
showed remarkably little indication of disturbance from
the double stimulation.
Table II shows a progressive reduction in the
number of' errors which occurs with both subjects over the
series of' tasks presented.

Irregularities in the course

of the progressive reduction in errors presumably reflect
the obvious inequalities in dif'ficulty of' the tasks used
(cf. f'ig.

5).

Throughout t h e training BRS was a more

rapid learner, and f'ew or no errors were made by this
subject at the end of the series of' tasks.

At this

stage the subject approached the f'irst trial of a new
task with care and concentration and, in as few as one
trial had mastered the choice and retained the learning
perf'ectly.

Thus, highly ef'f'icient performance is possible

af'ter the visual mechanism has been divided by surgery.
In the f'inal tasks (G through P, excluding J
not presented, and L

~Th ich

whi~h

was

was a particularly dif'f'icult

- 59 task) subject IGR began to learn immediately each new
task as presented, and attained criterion with 15 or fewer
errors.
r·1onocular retentions by the two eyes tested individually after completion of learning "dth both eyes
open.--Figures 9 and 10 and Table II show that wide differences in the retention of learning by the two eyes may
follow binocular training.
As would be expected, there is always one eye
which retains knowledge of the task previously presented
to it.

It

will be explained later ho", it was possible

to predict which of the two eyes would be the most retentive from the use of the limbs in binocular training.
Therefore the test of retention by this favored eye could
be made immediately criterion had been attained with
binocular training and before testing of the less favored
eye (cf. p. 102).
\·]hen the blackened eye-flap 1>laS placed a short
distance in front of the presumed least-attentive eye to
completely block vision of the stimuli and response situation for that eye, the subject was al,'I'ays at least momentarily disturbed.

Probably this disturbance reflects

the change in visual attention required.

The least at-

tentive eye may have been little used for learning, but
throughout binocular training it appeared to look at the

- 60 training si tuation, and Vias used for guiding hand movements,
for example, when a peanut was to be obtained from a place
\'fhere it could no t be seen by the

0

ther eye.

As a ru le,

upon moving to respond in the first trial of training
with restricted vision, the subject started back and made
attempts to scrape away the cover from the eye-windm·T.
For the most part, one particular eye was favored
as the most retentive throughout the series of tests.
most all tests sho w very

fe\,l

Al-

or zero errors in monocular

tests \'Jith the right eye (Table II).

In the case of IGR

there was a shift from preferred use of the left eye in
the learning of Task B.

This shift at the beginning of

training indicates that the consistent preference for use
of one eye may not reflect an original and inflexible
asymmetry in the brain.
a)

Strong retention by both eyes; simul-

taneous learning.--Almost perfect retention by both eyes,
immediately after learning with both eyes open had been
completed, occurred with IGR and BRS when working with
Task C.

This is shown in Figure 10.
The data of Table II show that such equal learn-

ing was exceptional, but that in two other cases, namely
with Tasks E (BRS only) and K, near equal retention scores
were obtained for the two eyes (see fig. 11).

Task E re-

quired choice between rather confuSing patterns as will
be seen from reference to Figure 5.

Binocular tests made
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after criterion had already been attained sho'\'.red that
retention of this task was unusually poor, and for 2 or

3 consecutive days of training after criterion had been
attained there t'Tas a period of relearning with both eyes
open before performance reached criterion once again.
IGR sho,'7s marked l y unequal learning of Task E though some
errors were made by the right eye in attaining criterion.
It is likely that the near equal retention shmm by BRS
reflec ted a temporary conf'u.sion of vi sion wi th the right
eye which .interfered 1-ri th retention by this eye.
A more likely second case of equal retention by
both eyes is provided with Task K.

Here, hOt'lever, both

subjects were performing after the " learning set" described above had become t'lell established.

illi th such

rapid binocular learning it is difficult to be sure that
the two eyes learned at one time during the binocular
training.

However, one may say that inequalities of

imposed monocular attention as were found for most tasks
trained, did not follo"r binocular training of this task.
A task which one might expect to be comparable, viz.
recogni tion of the

b'TO

photographs of cylinders with

different orientation in a unilateral field of illumination (see fig. 5, L)

vla S

tained by only one eye.

difficult for IGR and ,-ras re-

- 63 b)

Unequal retention by the t\'l'O eyes.

Tl1onoc-

ular attention to stimuli during binocular training .-Table II shows that, in most cases, a considerable amount
of training vms necessary before the less retentive eye
could be used for performance at the criterion level of
proficiency.
All learning curves for the least retenti ve eye
of subjects BRS and IGR are shOl'ffi in Figure 11.

They

are grouped for comparison betNeen the tvm subjects.

Each

point in these graphs represents the score for 10 trials,
and the learning is shol'm complete in each case, from
immediately after retention testing of the favored eye
to criterion.

Breaks betv!een daily training periods

are indicated .
r·1arked differences occur betvl'een the performance
of the t wo subjects hL1.t, nevertheless, there are some
defini te similarities \1hich may be sing led out as evidence
for common featu res of learning.
There is less of a decline in the number of trials
or numbers of errors to criterion than has been described
above for binocular performance (p. 58 ).

Early in the

series o f tasks, the monocular learning by the least re tentive eye is more rapid than \'las the corresponding
binocular learning.

This partial retention is clear from

the error scores (Table II).

Towards the end of training

there are several instances where the least retentive eye

- 64 takes many more trials to learn a task than was taken
during binocular training of the same task.
G,H,I,M,N and BRS-F,I,3,M.)

(See IGR-

Nevertheless, there is a

general decline of the number of trials needed to bring
the unretentive eye to criterion level for comparable
problems, and this partial learning set is most apparent
in the case of the rapid learner, BRS.

Task 3 forms a

conspicuous exception.
Exceptionally rapid learning, indicating good
retention by this eye, also, is shown for Tasks C and K
as described above.
The longer learning curves in which 10 or more
errors were made (IGR-B,D,E,F,G,H,I,L,M,N; BRS-B,D,F,H,I,
3,M) cover a wide range of forms, and many do not resemble
the binocular learning curves (cf. p. 56).
Position preferences are not shown.

On the con-

trary, many of the curves show sudden shift in level of
performance, and never remain at a given level for more
than 30 consecutive trials.

The learning curve for the

right eye of CHC (cf. fig. 9) shows this repeated sudden
rising and falling in a particularly striking way.

Both

sudden falls in performance occurred after 30 trials of
training on two consecutive days and were correlated
with signs of agitation of the subject.

The training

of the second day concluded with the hom cri terial groups
of trials which thus appeared spontaneously, within the

- 65 training session.

Inspection of Figure 11 ,,,ill disclose

that many of the sudden drops and rises of scores during
learning occur ..Ii thin a single day I s training and are not
simply due to discontinuities of training.

They are also

to be seen in cases ..,here the training was uninterrupted
(cf. for example IGR-F,G,r.l,N).
A fUrther special characteristic of certain monocular learning curves is the tendency for many groups of
10 trials to have a score beh"een random and fUlly learned;

that is to say 6, 7 or 8 were correct in these groups of
trials.

This tendency is seen as a flattening of the

learning curves at this intermediate level of performance
(e.g. IGR-E,L.
c)
stimuli.

BRS-B,D,J).
Negative correlations between choice and

Interocular transfer of learning.--In three

cases the score of performance falls to a level in which
there are as few as 3 correct choices in 20 consecutive
trials (p

=

.001).

These are IGR-D, H; BRS-D.

IGR-D, the score falls to 0 correct in 10 (p

=

In one,
.0001)

and satisfies our criterion for perfect retention.
the retention is for the direction of choice to

But

~"hich

the other, most retentive eye had been trained during
binocular learning.

Clearly the learning by the right

eye \1aS retained in some portion of the brain ,.;here it
was accessible to the left eye when this was forced into

- 66 use.

A l'leaker indication of transfer; a group of ten

trials in which but 2 were correct (p

=

.04) was also

found in the case of BRS-H.
In all cases, even when transfer \'I'as most marked,
there is rapid reversal, and the inappropriate responses
are replaced by correct choices within 100 trials of
training.

Subsequently, tests reveal that the engrams

appropriate to the two eyes remains distinct and unconfused.

In both cases the retention by the right eye

remains unaffected by the new learning of the left eye.
Later, unsuccessful attempts \'Tere made to demonstrate transfer of color discriminations \,1i th other
comparable pairs of colors (tasks M,N,O).

Possible

brief negative correlations of choice shown by IGR when
tested for retention of M and N fall far belo';; significance.
The progressively rising curve of learning by the
left eye in the case of IGR-B supports the possibility
that the small negative correlations sho,'ffi by the three
first groups of 10 trials indicate some degree of interocular transfer.

Possibly the information responsible

for this doubtful transfer concerned the differences in
color between the stimuli.
It is not possible to conclude that areas of color
which are equal in brightness for a human are also equally
bright to a monkey.

In defense of the conclusion that

color discrimination learning did transfer it may be

- 67 pointed out that brightness discrimination transfer had
already been controlled when training Task D.

Also,

".hen tests were made (after completion of the training
with Task H), in vlhich the relative brightness of the
orange and blue colors were altered by placing neutral
density filters over one response screen at a time, the
retention of discrimination according to color was unaffected.
Order of Difficulty for Equal Binocular Retention
If the number of errors made by the least retentive eye in attaining criterion reflects a competition
between the t''fovisual systems, there may be a correspondence between this number and the type of visual task
presented for learning.

Alternatively, the difficulty of

monocular learning may reflect a state of adjustment which
is independent of the visual stimuli.
vJhen the number o,f errors is used as a measure of
retention by the less retentive eye, the tasks can be put
in order of increasing difficulty for subjects IGR and BRS,
as in Table III.
Three tasks which are not common to the two
subjects are circled.

Corresponding tasks are placed

opposite one another where the order of their occurrence
in the lists permit, and only two exceptions, F and I,
are found.

These are both learned with relatively greater

ease (relatively fewer errors) by IGR.

The least readily

- 68 TABLE III

Tasks B to N Arranged in Order of Decreasing
Error Score for Subjects IGR and BRS
__=E~r~r~o~r=s~t~o~C~r=i~t~e~r=i~o~n~_ Task

Description

Subject IGR

Subject BRS

79

88

B

Spotted triangle-Stripes
both colored.

60

F

5 and 6 pOinted stars.

48
60

Horizontal-Vertical
pairs of lines.

42

D

Grey-White.

21

I

Black spot-Black triangle.

58

19

H

Blue-Orange.

58

17

E

Patterns of small figures.

49

@

Photographs of tilted
cylinders.

44

F

5 and 6 pOinted stars.

37

~

Concentric-Radial lines.

35

10

M

Yellow-Green.

24

5

N

Green-Violet.

I

Black spot-Black triangle.

24

- 69 retained task is B which was presented first, ,,[hile the
subjects ,,,ere most naive in their performance .

The

follovnng tasks D, H,E,M,N,K,C fall into an order which
may wel l reflect the degree of interaction between
visua l processes in the brain.

D and H are cases where

s i gnificant transfer occurred.

E was a comp l ex pattern

task ",hich may have been discriminated as an overall
texture difference , or even as a difference in overal l
brightness a l though an attempt was made to equate the
patterns for this factor .

M and N were successive co l or

di scriminati on tasks learned I'd thout significant transfer .
K and C were pattern discrimi nation tasks l earned without
transfer .
The standard Rank Order Correlat i on Coefficient
for the relationship between the two sequences of decreasing error score is rs
significance, a

=

= +0 . 8.

This has a level of

0.004, which makes it highly probable

that similar effects were produced in the two cases by
corresponding tasks . .
Both subjects showed a weak correlation between
the order of the pr esentation of the tasks, and the order
of decreasing error scores (rs
case) .

= +0 . 5, a = 0.1; in each

However, they ,-fere given the tasks in the same

order for convenience of experimentation; therefore, it
may not be said lfl th confidence that the order of dif ficulty for monocular retention of the tasks is independent
of the order in which they were given.

- 70 Comparison BehTeen Learning "Ti th Both Eyes Open
and Monocular Learning \,Ii th the
Less Retentive Eye
If choice betvleen the two possible responses, to
the left or to the right, 'Here performed randomly, the
distribution of frequencies for each score of correct
trials in any ten attempted would fit the Binomial Distribution histogram.

Deviations from this distribution

occur for both binocular learning and for the monocular
retention learning.

These two distributions (fig. 12),

summarize certain features of learning \,Thich have been
described.

The data from "Thich the distributions were

obtained are shown in Table IV.
'VIe

may describe the deviations from the Binomial

Distribution as follows:-1.

Binocular learning shows an increase of fre-

quency of mean scores above random, which effect is accompanied by a proportional reduction in errors.

vfnen

learning begins , the position preference "Thich has been
found to be the main cause of group s of 10 trials in
Hhich 5 are correct, is abandoned.

Presumably , before

any learning h as occurred there is a symmetrical distribution of frequency of scores ,,,i th a high mean due to
position preferences.
2.

Monocular performance is not characterized

by a concentration of scores about the mean value; the
distribution of scores is ske,,, to"rards higher scores.
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1

Monocular
Training
IGR

0

1
% 0 .5

SUM

% 0

BRS

% 0.8

0

0
0

0
0

% 0

I"

of

0{,
I

SUM

BRS

Binocu l ar
Training
IGR

0

3
1.6

1
1.4

2
1.7

o .h

5
4 .2
2
2 .7
7
3.6

2
2.7
6
3.1

3

4
3.3

l~.

18
10.1

8
10 . 8

10
8 ,l~

29
10 .5

12

l.i
1.5

1

6
6 .5

0
0

6
6 .5

3
1.5
1
1. 5

4

23
12.5

3

6
3.3

2

1
0 .5

1

1L~0

43
22.1

15
20 . 3

28
23 . 3

43
22 .1

18
2Li . 3

25
20.8

53
19

42
45
50 . 6

18
19

53

6

35
19

98

5

Number Correct in 10

21
10. 8

4L~

22 . 5

8
10. 8
19
25 .6

13
10. 8

26
9 .4

26
21. 7

10
3.7

15

2.2

1.1

8

6
6.5

11~

12
6 .5

7

Frequencies of Occurrence of Groups of Ten Trials
in \'i"hich the Number Correct is as Shown.
(Criteri a l trials are excluded )

TABLE IV

7
3 .6

1
1.4

6
5

3
1.1

0
0

3
1.5

9

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

10

93

Total

Total

19L~

74

Total 120

Total 278

Total

Total 185
I-'

~

- 72 This could merely be a reflection of learning.

If so,

the learning must be retarded by comparison with that
of binocular performance.

The average number of trials

involved in learning to criterion by this single eye is
high compared " Ti th binocular learning.
Alternatively, there may be some impediment to performance which leads to many scores which exhibit learning
only partially.

For example, if attention ;,,,ere distributed

in half the trials to the eye \I.T hich is covered, and if the
eye in use were

fully learned, then a score of 7.5 in 10

,'!ould be obtained on the average.
A svringing of attention of this kind may explain
the flattening of monocular performance by the least retenti ve eye in regions 'I'There the score has between 6 and

8 correc t in each 10 trials.

A rapid al terna tion bebleen

the eyes would result in a flat score; a SlO"T swinging,
taking many trials for its chang es of phase, "TQuld result
in a rapidly rising and falling score ranging between
levels near random (5 in 10 correct) to those near perfect (9 or 10 correct in 10).
been observed, on occasion .
B.

Such effects have indeed
(Cf. p. 64 and fig. 11.)

Subjects "lith additional surgery to the roof

of the midbrain. --'\fuen brightness transfer was found with
subjects IGR and BRS after surgical separation of the
cerebral hemispheres, attention was turned to possible

- 73 connections between visual structures of the midbrain.
~qO

subjects, HDN and JNY, were t r ained after the posterior

commissure and the quadrigeminal plate, in addition to all
the previously sectioned structures had been cut in t he
midline .

JNY was used in tests of pattern and color

discrimination, and both were trained brightness dis criminations in an attempt to locate the sight of trans fer for this task. *
Color discrimination learning
Figure 13a, sho,qs the course of learning ,qhen JNY
was required to discriminate bet1qeen blue and orange
(task H).

Binocular learning, with contradictory cues

presented to the two eyes,

"laS

completed in 250 trials

and 147 errors were made before criterion was attained.
This learning compares well wi th that shown previously
by IGR and BRS "Then these subjects were at a comparable
state of experience in the training situation.
There was almost perfect retention by the right
eye, only two errors were made in the single pre-criterial
group of ten trials.

* Subject HDN was found to have a large additional
lesion developed after surgery. This is described on
p. }-l- 3 .
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- 75 The left eye, however, attained an unstable
criterion after 200 trials, and in the first 200 trials
the subject adopted an almost unbroken position habit to
the left.

During this training JNY became most discouraged

and unwilling.

There was, however, no sign of interocular

transfer of learning.

Subsequent to the training of the

left eye, the right eye was inattentive and adopted a
position preference to the right.
Pattern discrimination learning
Figure l3b shm<1s learning by JNY .-Ii th Task C in
,,,hich it was required to discriminate between a black
cross and a black circle (see fig. 5, p.33 ).
No unusual features distinguish the binocular
learning which was completed in 300 trials, with 163
errors before criterion.
Once again, there was perfect retention by the
right eye.
Performance with the left eye begins as if uninfluenced by previous exposure to the stimuli.

When 30

trials of forced vision with the left eye alone were
made immediately after learning had been completed with
both eyes open, binocular retention was impaired.

Pre-

sumably, there was a temporary inattention to use of
the right eye.

The learning by the left eye was erratic

and prolonged.

Criterion was attained in 300 trials,

- 76 'lfi th 152 errors, and retention t'las thereafter more unstable

than in the case of either binocular or right-eyed performance.
Brightness discrimination learning (task D)
Both JNY and HDN showed remarkably poor learning
of this seemingly simple task.
The tests with JNY are shown in Figure 13c, vThere
it may be seen that binocular learning occupied 1000 trials
and was wandering and erratic.

568 errors were made before

criterion was reached.
Follo\nng this training the right eye was perfectly
retentive and zero errors were made in satisfying the criterion.
Negative correlations of performance vdth the left
eye \'11 th respect to the visual stimuli indicate interocular
transfer of learning.

The performance with the left eye

fell within 20 trials and 18 errors were made in a further
20 consecutive trials (p

=

.0002).

The same high level of

negative correlation was attained in a succeeding test of
the left eye after the right eye had made 10 successive
correct choices of the brightly lit screen (p

=

.001).

The direction of the choice learned, in favor of
choice of the bright screen and rejection of the dark one
by both eyes, made it seem possible that a preference for
the more brightly lit, more conspicuous side ha.d led to
spurious results.

A double reversal test, in which both

- 77 eyes were trained the reverse of the tasks l>J'hich had been
presented in the first training, was given in an effort
to obtain transf'er of the opposite direction of choice.
The results, shown in Figure l3d, were inconclusive.
Binocular reversal learning began with fluctuating returns
to the now negative choice, then climbed to criterion in
250 trials.

Retention by the right eye of the new dis-

crimination was not perf'ect, the first group of ten trials
recording 4 errors.

The lef't eye f'ailed to reveal transf'er

of the reversed choice, and quickly regained the criterial
level of performance, probably by retention of the engram
transf'erred in the previous training.

Subsequently,

binocular performance and both monocular perf'ormances remained at high levels, indicating that, with the loss of
transfer, the subject had become able to retain two contradictory engrams.
vfuen tested three months later, however, after
intervening experience vii th quite dif'ferent and complex
visual learning tasks, JNY gave evidence of transf'er of
choice of the less brightly lit screen in the opposite
direction; i.e., from the left eye to the right eye
(fig. l3d).

Rapid learning by the lef't eye was followed

by significant transfer to the right eye 1rl'hich
ever, soon reversed.

;'laS,

how-

Subsequently, both engrams were re-

tained, retention being somewhat less efficient in the
case of the left eye.

- 78 Comparable training with the second subject, HDN,
gave the results shown in Figure 14.

After 600 trials of

training with both eyes and contradictory stimuli, in
which the score was erratic and no significant learning
occurred, monocular training of the right eye
tempted.

~IaS

at-

An unsteady criterion was attained in 1000

trials, and the learning curve has features which compare
closely with those described above for JNY (fig. 13c).
In particular, there is a slow undulating change of the
average level of response over which the sudden changes
of level are superimposed.
When the left eye was tested with the reverse
task, interocular transfer of learning occurred in the
first 100 trials.

In this period the learning curve

svrung wildly, dropping to the level at which 0 trials
were correct in 10 (p

=

.0001).

Subsequently the learn-

ing undulated slowly below and above the mean level of

5 correct in 10 before learning occurred.

Throughout,

vvide fluctuations obscured the course of the slovler
event.

Twice, when approximately 700 trials of training

with this eye had been completed, the score fell to 1
correct in 10 (p

=

0.1).

The final learning occurred after addition of a

rr~, 11 spacer which prevented the clumsy movements made by
this subject from displacing both screens in a single
trial.

This device, painted black, separated the two
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- 80 screens which appeared correspondingly reduced in width.
The point at which this change was made is indicated in
Figure 14, and it may be seen that performance was less
erratic and that learning appeared to take place immediately.

All following training with HDN was made with

the screens so separated.
Immediately the left eye had been trained to
criterion, tests were made with the right eye, and the
first group of 10 trials gained a score of 2 correct
moves (p

=

.04).

Thereafter performance remained

strikingly steady at the intermediate 6-8 correct in 10
levels.
Alternated tests with the two eyes showed that
transfer could be suppressed, and finally both eyes
were able to perform at a level of 8 correct in 10.
Nevertheless, the score for 100 trials of binocular
training with separate contradictory stimulation of the
two eyes showed no signs of retention on learning, but
remained near the mean level.
Summary and conclusions for Section II
Split-brain subjects, with optic chiasm, corpus
callosum, anterior, hippocampal and habenular commissures
cut, show little abnormality in their free behavior.

There

is no clear sign of visual confusion or of malcoordination
of movements.

There is, of course, a deficiency in visual

- 81 -

field, a bilateral temporal hemianopia, which results
from the elimination of crossed fibers at the chiasm.
This effect presents little disadvantage to the animal
after post-surgical recovery of normal vigor and adaptiveness.
When presented with two contradictory visual
discrimination tasks Simultaneously, split-brain subjects
appeared,

~t

first sight, to learn without conflict as if

they were normal and learning but one task.

Occasionally,

however, position habits were more pronounced possibly because some degree of conflict did occur and learning was
retarded by it.
Over a series of tasks, a II learning set,1I or
progressive task-to-task shortening of learning
served.

"JaS

ob-

Finally, the subjects became attentive to the

discrimination of a new task immediately, and learned
in less than 10 trials.
There

1..ere

equally retentive.

cases in VJhich both eyes were almost
Both subjects retained a pattern dis-

crimination learning , requiring distinction between a
circle and a cross (task C), in both halves of the brain
immediately after monocular tests were made.

The two

halves o f the brain had acquired the visual choice in
both contradictory directions simultaneously in approx imately the same number of trials as would have been required

- 82 for learning by one eye, or for normal learning by an
unoperated subject.

Similar double learning of a second,

but more complex, figural discrimination (task K) occurred
late in training.

However, monocular retention tests re-

vealed that learning vvas located most frequently in onehalf of the brain during the presentation of contradictory
tasks.

For most of the tasks a Single eye shm<red near

perfect retention while the other eye required a considerable amount of training to attain criterion of learning.
For each of two subjects, one particular eye, the right
in both cases, was consistently most retentive.

A shift

in the use of eyes occurred at the beginning of learning
,~th

subject IGR, the left eye being most retentive for

learning of the first task presented in this case.
In most cases where retention "ms unequal, the
learning by the least retentive eye did not show the
"learning set" described for binocular training.

To"mrds

the end of learning there Vfere many cases vfhere the
forced monocular learning by the left eye took many more
trials than

"laS

required in the learning of corresponding

tasks when both eyes were open.

A slight indication of

improvement in learning by the less favored eye occurred
towards the end of the series of tasks.
Position preferences shovm in binocular learning
were not apparent in learning by the less favored eye.
Wide fluctuations of score occurred, and the criterial

- 83 level of performance was not maintained once first
achieved.

Emotional signs of excitement and of im-

patience or discouragement reveal a disorganization of
those brain processes which, presumably, were responsible
for learning in the preceding training with both eyes,
and for retention by the most retentive eye alone.
Many of the learning curves

t~th

the least re-

tentive eye show a high proportion of groups of trials
with intermediate, partially retentive, score.

Some-

times the learning curves show a tendency to form a
plateau near the 7-8 correct in 10 level.
In four cases, significant interocular transfer
of learning occurred.

For Tasks D and H (brightness and

color discriminations, respectively) both subjects, when
forced to use the least retentive eye, performed

l~th

temporary reference to the engram acquired by the other
eye.

After training for no more than 100 trials, this

inappropriate transferred memory was reversed, and then
both eyes could be used for their respective, mutually
contradictory tasks with consistent high scores.

In

subsequent training of comparable color discrimination
tasks, there l>laS no significant interocular transfer of
learning.

- 84 lfhen the tasks were arranged in order of the number
of . errors made in attaining criterion with the least retentive half of the visual mechanism, after the favored half
had reached criterion while both eyes were open, both
subjects showed a highly significant correlation between
their performances.

Both were trained in the same order

and both show a weak correlation of error scores with the
order in which the trials were presented.
The least quickly learned tasks were those in
which interocular transfer led to a high proportion of
errors in early groups of trials when the least retentive
eye

VlaS

tested alone.

The highest error score was obtained,

however, for the first task which forms an exception to
this rule, although signs of weak interocular transfer
were observed for this task, also.
The most quickly learned tasks were those involving
pattern recognition, and possibly interpretation in terms
of three-dimensional objects.

Intermediate error scores

were less consistently similar for the two subjects, but
may reflect a partial transfer or interaction of the contradictory pairs of cues for tasks in which the discrimination required recognition of one character or quality
\'rhich separated othervl1se similar pairs of stimuli.

- 85 Analyses of the distributions of scores for
binocular learning, and for monocular learning by the
least retentive eye for the two split brain subjects IGR
and BRS reveal differences in their deviation from the
binomial distribution of random performance on a twochoice task (cf. p.70).

It is concluded that position

habits of binocular training serve to conserve errors
before learning of the visual cues enables scores higher
than the mean value to be obtained.

The final learning

is rapid and sustains high scores.
By contrast, monocular learning by the least retentive eye is slower and may be affected bya swinging
of attention between the retentive, but blocked visual
system and the now' active system which has acquired the
ability to choose a significantly high proportion of
times correctly.

Such competition for attention would

result in a maintained depreSSion of the score to intermediate levels.

If rapid swinging of attention between

the eyes occurred, the learning curves would remain flat
at the 7-8 correct in 10 level; if the attention shift
,..ere less frequent, the score would also show shift between random and near perfect levels.
performance curve were observed.

Both types of

- 86 vllien surgery vms extended to include separation
of the superior colliculi, and the posterior commissure
was cut as well as the forebrain commissures and optic
chiasm, pattern and color discrimination learning was
distributed in one half of the brain after binocular
training with contradictory cues.

There vms no sign of

interocular transfer of color discrimination learning.
In two cases there vms pronounced transfer of
brightness discrimination learning after midbrain surgery.
rJIoreover, the initial learning was conspicuously slow and
fluctuating as if some component of the mechanism for
distinction bet.'leen levels of luminous flux were damaged
by the surgery. *

Conflict betvreen the contradictory

tasks does not give the explanation for this defect, as
it "Tas equally apparent for extended monocular training
of a preferred eye.

Reversal training demonstrated a

limited ability for control of the transfer

\~th

practice.

In one case this ability to separate vision by the two
eyes ,'ms lost after 3 months of different training, but
was quickly regained.

* One

of the subjects (HDN) was found to have
suffered extensive loss of brain tissue in one half.
This injury may be partly responsible for poor learning
but does not affect the conclusions about transfer of
brightness discrimination learning.

- 87 Section III
Habits of limb use and choice of response
in split-brain monkeys when learning
visual discrimination tasks
Throughout the learning tests which have been
describe d , observations were made on the use of the limbs.
Split-brain subjects, like normal monkeys, tend
to develop a preference for use of one particular hand.
But this choice is not invariably maintained.

Spontaneous

changes of hands were noted at various stages in training,
and it was found that these changes

and the direction in

which they occurred corresponded with events in the visual
learning.

For example, change of hands occurred most often

at a time when changes in the score were taking place,
either in the direction of learning, or towards a more
erratic performance.

Recurring preferences for paired

use of either eye with the limbs of the opposite side of
the body and interaction between these preferences and
t h e tendency for consistent use of a particular limb were
ob served.

In the training of each task, a f ter learning had
been completed with both eyes individually, t h e hitherto
free choice of a limb for responses was altered by insertion of arm barriers which restricted movement to a
particu lar limb.

- 88 Be~ore
o~

a new task was introduced, all combinations

eye and hand were brought to the criterial level

learned performance.
further

in~ormation

The course of

~orced

o~

learning gave

about the mechanisms underlying choice

of a hand, and enabled comparison of the guidance of the
two hands by a single eye and associated visual system.
A.

Spontaneous changes of limb use during binocular

and monocular·training.--The distribution between the two
hands of total moves made in each group of ten trials and
of errors behoJ'een the hom hands, was followed
to group of trials.

~rom

group

The result for 3 subjects are shown

in Figures 15 and 16.
The thick vertical black bars which lie across
the line dividing left-hand moves from right-hand moves,
are proportional in length to the number of errors made,
and their position relative to the midline indicates how
many of these errors were made by the left hand (above the
line), and how many by the right (below the line).

The

distributions of all moves between the two hands in the
groups of ten trials are indicated by the position of the
thinner vertical lines.
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- 90 Use of the Limbs by Subject CHC when Learning Task A
(a)

Learning with both eyes open and contra-

dictory cues for the two eyes.--Limb use and the distribution of errors are shown for CHC-A in Figure 15.

The first

portion, a, of 350 trials, shows the changes which occurred
spontaneously during training with both eyes open.
This sub j ect

"TaS

young and excitable and, par-

ticularly in the early training, moved feverishly and
obviously without perfect control over choice of limbs
for the response.

During two days of preliminary train-

ing without polarized visual cues, CHC showed a tendency
to push mainly with the left hand, and usually to the left
button.

But, occasionally the right hand would move and

push at the button on the right side.
vfuen the polarizing filters were placed in front
of the eyes, causing the polarized response buttons to
appear of differing brightness, but in opposite ways to
the two eyes, the left hand remained dominant, and the
score showed no evidence of visual learning.
trial

After 20

moves the right hand displaced the left to some

degree and this change was accompanied by a slight but
distinct improvement in the score.

The first 2 changes of

limb use show correspondence with the daily sessions of
training which are indicated in Figure l5a, by vertical
black arrows at the end of each day's training.

There-

after changes occur almost independently of the training
schedule.

- 91 Significant correlation between the choice of
moves and the visual stimuli occurs after 250 trials and
continues until criterion is reached at 380 trials.

In

the intervening period, the right hand becomes more and
more active, and finally 19 of the 20 criterial trials
are per formed

~.,i

th thi shand.

After cri terion there is

a drift towards use of the left hand, but almost no errors
are made.

This is suggestive of an effect on the choices

made by the left hand of learning made first with the
right.
Of the 211 trials made with the left hand in attaining criterion, 101 or 48% were errors.

The right

hand was responsible for 119 trials of which 38 or 32%
were errors.
b)

Learning with alternate use of right and

left eyes alone.--Figure 15b shows the performance on
tests given with alternate periods of training to the two
eyes.

These tests followed immediately upon the binocular

training described above.
A first period of 50 trials with the right eye
indicated poor retention; 27 or 54% of the attempts were
errors.

Of the 50 pushes, 43 or 86% were made with the

left hand.

The sudden shift of limb use is striking.

In the immediately preceding 50 trials of binocular training but 20% were made by the left hand.

- 92 The change of limb use apparently left an effect
on the following performance ,\Ti th the left eye alone.

In

70 trials there was a gradual shift back from use of the
left hand.

In the first 40 trials many errors were made

but then performance improved suddenly.

At the conclusion

of this first training of the left eye 10 trials were
made without error (p

=

0.001), and half of these ,.,ere

made i\Ti th each limb.
During the remainder of the alternations of eye
use the performance \\Tith the left eye quickly attained a
high level of retention in which 10.5% of errors were made
over 200 trials.

Of these 200 moves, 93% were made with

the right hand.

Meanwhile the performance with the right

eye rose to a criterion after a total of 120 trials of
training.

Then, \'lith increasing

confusion of movements

in which right hand became more and more dominant, performance fell to the 50% level of correctness once again.
There is no doubt that a tendency to use the right hand
came to over-shadow the learning by the right eye and
finally prevented express i on of this learning entirely.
On the last 100 trials, 89 were made by the right hand,
and with a total of 44 errors all made by the right hand.
A correlation between use of a limb and visual
direction by the eye of the opposite side of the body is
revealed by these results, and apparently the learning,
made first by the left eye with the ri ght hand, stabilizes

- 93 the use of the right hand.

When the right eye was forced

into use alone learning occurred only for the brief period
in which the left hand asserted some prominence.

There-

after the increasing number of moves by the right hand
brought poorer performance.
Presumably, the improvement of performance toward
the end of binocular training, since it occurs with an increase of the use of the right hand, reflects learning by
the left eye.

The inferior performance by the left eye

when in use alone probably reflects an interference by
the 50 preceding trials of training with the right eye in
which the left limb became dominant.
c)

Extended training of the right eye (fig.

15c).--In more than 500 trials of training to the right
eye alone, use of the right limb was gradually suppressed
between the 100th and the 250th trials.

The criterion of

learning was satisfied at the intermediate point after 170
trials of this training, when 10 of the 20 moves in which
no errors \"rere made were performed by each hand.
after no errors were made by the right hand.

There-

Once the

contralateral left limb had finally reached full dominance,
performance fell once again; in the final 200 trials a
position preference appeared, and 46.5% of the moves were
in error .

- 94 "!hen, by insertion of a barrier to left hand moves
(see fig. 19 , p. 109), the right hand was forced to make
all of 20 responses, only one error ''las made.

Immediately

afterwards, >-,hen the left hand is forced back into use,
learning occurred and within 40 trials, the criterion was
satisfied for the third time with use of the right eye.
Extended use of the right eye has here led to the
replacement of the right limb by the left, thus demonstrating a second contralateral pairing tendency.

But retention

falls with increasing dominance of the left hand, until
forced change of movement satisfies some requirement for
learning by the left hand-right eye combination.
In the final phase of the right eye training (fig.
15c), in which the left hand had become responsible for
execution of the adequate response in each trial, the movement fell into a stereotyped pattern.

In each trial a

move was made by the left hand to the left response button.
Immediately after each false move, the right hand made a
correcting push of the right button which, however, failed
to gain the subject a reward.

Thus we see that the ac-

tivity of the left hand was undirected and the right hand,
though unable to make moves before the left hand was able
to discriminate correctly between the visual cues.

Hence

the immediate retention by the right eye when the moves
of the left hand were excluded.

Once attempts by the

right hand were prevented in turn, the left hand perfor-

- 95 mance quickly improved to a criterion '\oThich remained more
steady than any previous
d)

per~ormance

with the right eye.

Extended training of the left eye alone

(fig. l3d).--As had come to be expected, return to the left
eye after long training of the right eye left a residue
inter~ering

habits which prevented immediate retention of

the learning already achieved by the left eye.
~irst

o~

In the

50 trials, 60% of the moves were made by the

le~t

hand, but the right hand readily regained dominance and
in the 100th to 200th trials 84 were made
hand.

A second criterion

~or

~rlth

the right

performance with the left

eye ,'laS gained at 70 trials, and performance steadily improved over the remaining 300 trials.

In the total 380

trials, 90 or 24% vlere made by the left hand and of these
62% 'ilere errors.

In 290 moves by the right hand there

'\oTere 35 errors (12%).
Comparison of Subjects IGR and BRS
I'Ti th Di fferen t Tasks
An analysis of limb use Similar to t hat made above

for eHC, was made when IGR and BRS were learning a variety
of visual tasks.

TDe observations on u se of limbs and

distribution of errors between the two hands "Tere

made

concurrently with the visual learning tests described in
Section II (pp. 53-72).

The visual stimuli (B through 0)

have been shown in Figure 5.
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..··
"•
E
C
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D
E
F
G
H
I

117
212
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12

9

109
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8
11
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7
5
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12
42
17
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~~

5
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11
7

5
8
2
2
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1
6
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0

G

H
I

J

8

K

9
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1
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5
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5

5

5
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~
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- 97 Moves made during binocular and monocular tests
described in Section II are shown in Figures 16a-f, for
Tasks B, C and D, and information about the performance on
other tasks is shown in Figures17 and 18.
The overall distributions of activity between the
hands during learning for all tasks B-O are summarized in
Table V for IGR and BRS together \I,i th similar data for
CHC.

The distributions of activity for the 20 criterial

trials of b inocular and left and right eye learning are
presented in Table VI.
Binocular Learning
When first introduced to the training situation
.wi th Task B nei ther IGR nor BRS shm'led the ,,,,ild fluctuations of limb use, which \',e re seen I·Ti th eHC (fig. 15a).
Figure 16a, shovTs that IGR made
cri terion
hand.

''laS

t\'l0

shifts of hand before

reached and fina lly learned with the right

The hlO shifts at the beginning of training and

again after 250 trials of training, as \lTel l as a partial
shift to,. . ard use of the left hand at 400 trials of training, each accompanied some dist inct change in the score
(cf. fig. 15a, p . 89).

I n the intervening periods, most

of the group s of ten trials were occupied by unbroken
position preferences.

In the first 40 trials mos t moves

were made to the left screen by the right hand; later many
groups \'lere made up of pushes by the le ft hand to the left
screen.

Finally, before the terminal learning, many moves
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- 99 ,,,ere made consecutively by the right hand to the right
screen.

These effects compare "ri th the changes already

described for CHC working 'tlith the right eye (cf. fig.15c,
p. 89 ) .

1:Jith the same Task B, BRS maintained an unbroken
use of the left hand.

A position preference appeared

for the left screen shortly before the final learning
occurred (fig. 16d) .
In Task C (fig. 16b), IGR learned wi th the le ft
hand almost exclusively, and in the following 10 tasks
continued to be consistently left-handed.

Like"rise BRS

'.'las predominantly left-handed throughout the series of
task s when learning binocularly.

These preferences are

clear from Table V.
Some irregularities are to be observed in the
records of BRS (cf. figs. 16e; 17c; 18 e; for tasks C, F,
J, H) and, to a less extent, in some of the learning of

IGR (tasks E, fig. 17aj and N, fig. 18 c).

I t is possible

to relate these to the preceding learning in which modified
use of eye or of limbs, or both, 't[ere used.

Each task

'tlaS trained close upon the concluding experiments with
a previous task and, as will be described, tests "rere
made ,'lith forced eye-hand combinations in each case.
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Visual Retention and Limb Preference
a)

The dominant eye-hand pair.--Table VI

shows that, except for the cases of IGR-B and BRS-F,
binocular learning vms completed ,<1i th almost exclusive
use of the left hand by both subjects.

It has been shm-m

with the aid of data summarized on Table II that almost
all tasks Vlere near perfectly retained by the right eye
(cf. p.69) .
and BRS -E.

The most noticeable exceptions are IGR-B
In the former case there

~'ms

perfect retention

of learning by the left eye after binocular training and
retention by the right eye.
Retention by the eye contralateral to a preferred
limb vms not immediately perfect in all tests.

It was

noted "'Then discussing the results of CHC that training
of the least retentive eye interfered "Tith retention by
the eye which vms presumed to be active during binocular
learning (cf. p. 9 2 ).

Training of the preferred eye ",as

made vIi thout interruption as soon as binocular learning
was completed .

Nevertheless, there is some indication

in many tests of a brief set-back in performance.

Some-

times, apparently with more confusing tasks, this disadvantage of monocular attention vms more marked; e. g.
IGR-E, BRS-E (fig. l7a,b).
b)

Forced use of the least favored eye and

change of hands.- -In many cases forced learning by the
least retentive eye ''las accompanied by a shift of hand

- 103 TABLE VI

Distribution of Criterial Moves
Betvleen t he Two Hands
~

ro

co

E-<

Subject
CHC

lJ-l

RH

lJ-lLE RH

19

10

B
C 18
D 20
E 20

20
2

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

20
20
20
20
20

20
20
20
20
20

20
20
15
17
a

20
20
20
20
20

20
20

G

H
I
J
K

L
M
N

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

0

Subject
BRS

RE

1

A

F

Sub ject
IGR

LH BE RH

B
C
D
E

20
20
20
20

F

7

13

G
H
I
J
K

18
19
16
20

2
1
4

10

9

11

4

20
16
20

./

2
1

20
20
20
20

1
16
11

20
20
20

5
14
20

5
3
11

20
18
19
20
20

4
9

L
!VI
N

20
16

4

0

BE

=

Both Eyes

RE

=

Left and Right Hands.

Right Eye

LE = Left Eye

15
5

lJ-l&RH =

- 104 use, sometimes
ternative side.

i w~ediate,

often gradual, towards the al-

In this vlay the second contralateral

eye-hand p2.ir VTaS brought into effect spontaneously.
IGR showed such a shift in each of the first
three Tas ks, B, C and D (fig . 16a, b, c ) .

The change of

hands '-'TaS made ,'lith Tasle B only after more than 200
trials of nervous and erratic moves by the ri ght hand
while the right eye v,as forced to use.

The shift to

the left hand is accomplished progressively in 40 trials
during vTh ich the score fluctuates about an intermediate
level ha lfvray bebTeen random and fully learned .

"Ii th

Task C in 1;,hich retention by both eyes VTaS excellent
( cf . p . 60 ), t h e s h ift of hands from left to righ t seen
",hen the left eye \'ras for ced into use -vms rapidly ac complished.

In the second group of 10 trials only one

l'laS made by the left hand.
In Task D a remarkab le correlation Nas observed
betl'leen negative performance, indicative of interocular
transfer of learning (cf. p . 65 ), and continued use of
the left hand.

Coincident v~ th the shift, after 60

tri2.1s of monocular training, there \'las a reduction in
the percentage of errors.

Hithin 30 trials the shift

was completed and cri terion 1'laS attained in the next
40 trials .
hands.

l'Ie see here b-1O results of the exchange of

First, the preferred contral ateral pairing is

- 10 5 reestablished; and secondly, suppression is achieved of
an inappropriate engraJll i'Thich was transferred from the
right eye.
From Figure 16d, e, f, it may be seen that subject
BRS reacted vnth less tendency to transfer hands.

Tasks

B and C ,'lere learned "dth only one brief suggestion (in B)
of a shift to the inactive right hand.

But again, a

complete e x change ,'las made for task D and a similar correlation of erroneous moves vdth use of the ipsilateral
(left) hand was recorded.

(See p . 65 .)

In the learni ng of the remaining tasks IGR sho,'led
decreasing tendency to change from use of the left hru1d .
IVIany tasks were learned with the ipsi lateral combination
of left eye and hand .

A temporary exchange of hands is

seen in Figure 17a, for learning of Task E by the left
eye .

Of the remaining tasks, only D, M, N, and' 0 ShOVl

change of hands (cf. figs . 17c; 18b,c,d, tables V and VI),
and these are tasks involving brightness or color discri mination and v-Thich have relatively large error scores for
the left eye .
BRS, is more inclined to use both limbs in later
tasks, but does not invariably retain use of the contra lateral l imb for final learning to criterion.
parent fro m Table VI.

This is ap -

Task J (fig . He) is learned after

immediate shift to the contralateral hand and during a
subsequent slow replacement of right hand moves by left

- 10 6 -

hand move s.

Compare the learning by IGR of N r;1i th the

left ey e (fig. 18 e).

It is c lear for BRS, as vri th IGR,

that those tasks in whi ch transfer occurs, or is presume d
to be incipient (i.e . , brightness and color discrimination
tasks D, H, M, N, 0), are t h e ones in r;Thich it is most
likely there "rill be a shift to use of the right hand
' . . hen t he left eye is forced into use alone .
c)

Interocular transfer of learning and use

of t he " least retentive" eye with the ipsilateral hand. - Whenever a signi,ficantly higher t h an random proportion of
errors are made by the subjec t when forced to use an ey e
,. . hich has b een least favored by learning , these errors
are made in large part by t h e ipsilateral h and.

This

lead s to t h e ex cess of errors o ver positive c hoices in
Table V for the left hand performance ,. . i th the left eye
for IGR-D, IGR-H, BRS-D, BRS - H and BRS- O.

Frequently,

as has been observed, t his source of false moves becomes
contro lled when the sub j ect ex changed hands .

IGR-H and

BRS - O ( f i g . l Sa, h) f orm the only clear exceptions to
this rule .

Neverthe le ss, there is at first a defi nite

exc ess of errors in these cases, too .
d)

The re lationship beti>leen visua l learning

and shift of limb u se .--I t is most important to dete r mine
if a11Y direction can be given to the relationships betwee n
limb performance and visual discrimination l earning .

Does

the visual process proceed to a gi ven stage of comple t ion,

- 107 and then call upon a par ticular limb fo r ex e cution of
cho se n , directed responses?

Or is it that the g eneral

stimulation f irst causes an ipsilateral limb to become
active, and then visual attention and learning of the dis crimi nat i on occur in consequence of the de veloped limb
activi t y?
Some information bearing upon this point may be
ob tained from the performance figures.
I n those cases where change to a contralater a l
limb occurs during training of the unretentive eye, the
first group of trials i n V'lhich the limb is newly ac tive
contain a proportion of errors c lose to that "'Thich wou l d
occur if the visual discrimination we re as y et unlearned.
This is apparent for examp le in the following cases:
Fi g . 16a, c.

IGR-B, IGR-D

Fig . 16e , f.

BRS - C ( binocu lar le arning ) BRS -D

Fig. 17a ,c, d .

IGR-E, BRS-F, BRS - I

Fig. 18 c,e.

IGR- N (binocular )
BRS - H (both binocular and le ft
eye le arning)

Compar isons may be made with the de lay e d learning
of CHC \<Tith the r ight eye and left h and (cf . fi g . 15c, p . 89 ).
In this case, however, the apparently blind ac t ivity of
the contralatera l limb does not begin

i ~mediately,

persists f or a lo ng period o f training .

and
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In contrast, a spontaneous return to use of a
contralateral limb, after learning has been already accomplished for the eye in use,may be accompanied by a
very few errors.

This is shown three times by CHC; first

at the end of binocular training, again with use of the
left eye in the period of alternating monocular training
(fig. 15a,b, p. 89) and finally when the left eye is
brought back into use after extended training of the
right eye alone (fig. 15d, p. 89).
B.

Special features of ipsilateral eye-hand

association.--It has been observed that subject CHC was
unable to sustain good learned visual discrimination performance during extended training when the right hand
was active under direction of the right eye (figs. 15b,c,
p. 89).

Likewise the left eye and left hand work together

badly in this case (fig. 15b,d).

Not only do these ipsi-

lateral pairs exhibit defect of learning and retention,
but the proportion of errors appears to vary erratically
although use of the ipsilateral limb in each case was
voluntary.
Compulsory use of the ipsilateral limbs during
monocular training has been studied with IGR and BRS,
As in previous experiments, monocular attention was
forced by placing a blackened metal flap over the alternative eye window.

Limb use was altered by insertion

of a horizontal shelf across one half of the arm slot of
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the training box .

A central vertical piece '\'lhich separated

the elboW's of the subject and made "cheating," by reaching
vii th a preferred hand from the other open side of the arm
slot to the response screens, i mpossible .
for control of limb use are

sho~m

These insertions

and ex plained in Figure 19 .

Training with ipsilateral pairs of eye and hand led
to results shovm in Figure 20 .

The two subjects were trained

to criterion for each combination once criterial performance
had been attained for b inocu l ar and monocular learning with
free hand use .

Thus each half - brain had been proven to have

knowledge of the task presented to it .
In spite of this previous training, retention by
either eye with forced use of the limb of the same side
of the body ''las uncertain for both subjects in Task B.
\ifuen learning had occurred preferentially i'li th the left
eye and right hand (IGR- B), the left eye and hand performed
very badly together, high levels of performance being at tained only three times and for 10 or 20 trials over a
total of 300 trials of training .

Position habits stood

instead of discriminative performance , and the improvements
when they did occur
all at once .

~'Tere

sudden, as if recall had occurred

A total of 140 or 47% of erro rs ''lere made

in the 300 trials .

Rather fewer errors (35%) 1'lere made

in a similar erratic performance with the right eye - hand
pair.
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In the case of BRS learning Task B, hovlever,
retention vms relatively strong with the left eye-hand
pair.

In the first 100 trials 17% of errors were made

by the left pair while 31% of errors 'I'lere made by the
right pair.
These differences in ability may reflect the different use of the hands by the bro subjects.

IGR learned

Task B mainly '",i th the right hand, while BRS showed a
pre ference for learning "Ii th the le ft hand.

In the sub-

sequent three tests the ipsilateral performance remains
uncertain and there are sudden losses of ability to choose
correctly, but there is a clear improvement overall, and
by the fifth task each subject appears to have gained
control of ipsilateral eye-hand performance.

It ''las noted that "Then forced to use an ipsilateral
eye-hand pair for learning or for execution of a previously
learned task, split-brain animals invariably appear more
uncertain and make the movement vIi th less control.

They

frequently fumble and seem unable to direct the hand accurately.

Nevertheless they are able to manipulate familiar

ob j ects, such as peanuts, '\'lith little sign of difficulty.
The periodic fall of performance from high levels of choice
to near random levels is reminiscent of the erratic curve
observed for the normal sub j ect, ELZ, 1'lorking l'Ti th conflicting visual cues.

Similar S>'lings of the learning

curve have been noted for monocular learning by the least

- 113 retentive eye of split-brain subjects trained '\flith conflicting visual tasks (cf. p. 85).

Here, however, the conflict

leading to poorer performance may not be purely a consequence of convergence of visual processes.
It has been noted, in the tests '\Ilith subjects CHC,
IGR and BRS, that learning by the least retentive eye frequently occurs '\Ilith the ipsilateral hand.

If an exchange

of hands occurs towards a contralateral eye-hand combination, this is quickly followed by learning and erratic
performance ceases.

It seems that the inability to execute

choices arises from some conflict '\Ilithin, or intimately
connected '\Ilith, the motor sphere; an uncertainty about
the form of the response \"hich must be resolved before
learning and stable retention may occur.

It is of interest

to note that even spontaneous choice of an ipsilateral hand
for use '\Ilith a given eye, presumably when there is a strong
preference for the limb in question in any circumstance,
may result in a poor performance and slow learning (for
example, see learning of CHC-A '\Ilith the right eye, fig. 15c;
and of IGR-E '\Ilith the left eye, fig. 17a).
C.

Limb use in hm subjects with additional mid-

brain surgery.--The subjects JNY and HDN, which \\Tere trained
subsequently to surgery extended to the roof of the midbrain
(see p. 73), both showed consistent preference for use of
the left hand.

JNY never changed hands from left to right

- 114 spontaneously, even "Then transfer of brightness discrimination 1-JaS observed

~'li th

use of the left eye (p. 76 ).

A

restlessness, during "Thich the right hand came close to
the reponse screens and made gestures as if to respond,
occurred on one or t"l0 occasions "Then the left eye was
used for inappropriate, transferred guidance of response.
HDN, like IGR and BRS, did shm·l a spontaneous shift
of performance on occasions >-{hen attention 1-JaS forced to
the left eye and transfer of learning occurred.

This is

sho,'111 in Figure 21 ".,here the weak tendency to change across
to use of the right hand VJaS strengthened by a period of
250 trials of forced use of the right hand.

In this

period, >'!hich is indicated in the figure, many moves ''lere
made to the right response screen, and this position preference ''las broken occasionally for periods in 1'lhich vveak
negati ve choices based upon the transferred engram 1-Jere
made.

The forced right-hand training occurred, as may be

seen in the figure, shortly after a spontaneous shift in
this direction had taken place.
TO~'lards

the end of training of the left eye, after

more than 1000 trials in Vlhich no learning occurred, a
spacer ,lIas inserted between the response

screens to sim-

plify the task as ''lell as to control clumsy hand movement
(see p. 78).

T'nis change immediately resulted in a brief

reversion to use of the left hand and then the right hand
1-JaS again brought into use and significant learning follo"red.
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- 115 1:Jhen a switch was made to use the right eye, a
weak transfer occurred in the first group of 10 trials
which "lere half right-handed.

The left hand then im-

mediately gained all responses, and 300 trials 1IIere performed at an intermediate level which indicates partial
retention.
Summary and conclusions for Section I I I
Careful observation of the distribution of hand
movement between the limbs has revealed that there is a
strong tendency for split-brain animals to develop a
preference for a particular hand as normals have been
found to do.

But the division of the brain reduces the

stability of a choice, and spontaneous changes of limb
use i'lere observed when both limbs were free to respond.
These changes 1IJere found to be closely related to the
balance of visual learning between the hom eyes.
Subject CHC (fig. 15) showed spontaneous exchange
of hands several times in the course of binocular learning
1IIi th

contradictory stimuli.

This suggests an inability to

develop a habitual use of one limb.

Nevertheless, learn-

ing was correlated with increased numbers of moves by the
right hand and finally a right-hand-preference developed
coinCidentally

,\,11 th

the attainment of a cri terial score.

vJhen monocular tests i'lere made it 1ITaS found that the
learning during binocular training i'laS best retained by
the left eye.

- 116 During a period of alternated monocular tests with
left and right eyes, the right hand was at first active
with the left eye, and vice versa.

The contralateral

combinations appeared spontaneously following restriction
of vision to one or other eye.

Gradually, near perfect

retention was sustained by the left eye, and the right
hand came to dominate even when the right eye
to use.

~"as

forced

There vms a corresponding deterioration of score

with the right eye.
It is concluded that activity of a given limb is
associated ,,,i th learning and retention by t he contralateral
eye and fu rth ermore, that limb preferences are refractory
to change.

Extended alternation of monocular vision by

the two eyes leads to retention of one limb at the expense
of visual function by the eye of the same side of the body.
Hhen traini ng

>'laS

continued over many trials with

the right eye alone, the left hand became active supplanting the right, and the score showed 2-n improvement.
uncontrolled movement led t o a fall of the score.

Then
Left

hand pushes v;ere apparently distracted whi le the right
hand regained activity.

Forced use of the hand s one at a

time was followed by the i mprovement for both combinations
with the r ight eye.

A return once more to t he left eye

was accompanied by a spontaneous shift to the ri ght hand .
Errors ,,,ere made "'hi Ie the Ie ft hand remained mo st ac ti ve .

- 117On the basis of these observations, subsequent
training was made to include f'orced training of all eyehand pairs VJhich ,'lere not spontaneously active.

Com-

parisons ,'l ere made betVleen spontaneous and forced eyehand associations.
Fluctuations of limb use in binocular training
were less in evidence for subjects IGR and BRS over a
serie s

0

f tasks (fig s. 16,17,18 ).

Hm'lever, po si tion

pref'erences, possibly indicative of a degree of conflict
in choice of a limb, Vlere conspicuous before f'inal learning.

In almost every case, learning Vlas accomp lished

wi th dominant use of

OrE

hand.

Early in the series of

tasks, IGR showed a shift of dominance from ri ght to left
hand.

Thereafter both subjects remained primarily left-

handed when trained with both eyes open.

Interf'erence

ef'fects were noted to result f'rom f'orced training patterns of tasks preceding one in which f'ree choice of' limbs
vias measured.

These effects are evidence of' the slow

equilibration changes of' limb habits ''lhich have already
been ref'erred to .
In almost every case there was good visual retention by the eye contralateral to the limb chosen f'or
execution of the final trials in binocular learning.
most binocular tests \'lere learned ,'lith use of the left
hand, this implies that visual retention by the right

Since

- n S eye 1"as complete.

The left eye, however, shO>'led various

degrees of retentiveness as has been described in Section

II.
vmen a survey i"as made of the behavior following
restriction of vision to the least retentive eye, a tendency vTaS observed for use of the hands to change, and so
a second contralateral association was formed.

This ten-

dency showed a decrease as the subjects became more practiced in working and learning with all eye - hand combinations.
r~re

definite change of hands was found to occur with cer-

tain tasks, particularly those in which there vias interocular transfer of visual learning.

The two subjects

differed in their tendency to exchange hands, the younger
(BRS) being both more versatile and quick to change.
vmenever interocular transfer was observed as a
significantly proportion of errors in the early choices
by the least retentive eye, these errors v,ere made predominantly by the ipsilateral hand.

Exchange of hands

frequently led to a control of errors.
VJhen a shift to a contralateral limb occurred for
the first time in the ne,', training of a particular eye,
the first groups of trials during the shift contained approximately half of the errors indicating that learning
had at this stage still no effect.

A spontaneous return

to use of a contralateral limb after learning has occurred
may, however, be accompanied by almost no errors.

There-

- 119 fore it is concluded that, though visual le arni ng may be
expressed i mmed iately upon change of hands, a shift of
hand use may occur before learning takes place.

The

change of limb use may, in fact, be regarded as a c'ausal
factor in visua l learning .

Moreover, since no evidence

of previous visual learning l'las obtained for the l east
preferred eye on several o ccasions, it i s concluded that
this eye \llaS truly inactive 1'lith respect to reception of
the visual cues during binocular training .
Performance with forced use of eye and hand of the
same side of the body was , in early tasks, most erratic
and inefficient; even though both eyes had been ShOlffi to
kno w their respective dire ctions of choice.

Ther e ap-

peared to be a s l i ght advantage in favor of t h e ipsi lateral eye - h and pair which included t h e domi nant limb .
The ipsilateral performance i mproves over t h e series of
tasks until, by the fifth task, little training is needed
for a critical l eve l of retention to be attained .

How-

e ver, at no time does ipsilateral performance remain for
extended pe rio ds as efficient as that for contralateral
eye-hand associations.
Ove r all t he tests o f visuo - motor association,
the impression was gained that visual learning is dependent upon equilibration wi t hin the mo t or spher e; or,

-
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rather, upon determination of a form of response by
forces "lhich do not include visual reco gnition of th e
correct cue projected on one of the response s creens.
Subjects with mi dbrain roof divided, in addition
to separation of the h emispheres and section of t h e chiasm,
shov·l ed sub stantially t h e same results as describe d above.
There ",as, nevertheless, in tvvo cases, a greater refract oriness in use of limb s .

In one case a preferred limb

was used exclusively , e ven for performance Vii t h the ipsilateral eye .

The alternative limb vms, hoTtJever, brought

eventually into efficient use ""hen the preferred limb
was restrained.

In the second case, the least preferred

hand became spontaneously active during slow learning of
a brightness discrimination by the least retentive eye
after interocular transfer of learning had taken place .
This shift was stabilized by a period of forced use of
the least preferred hand alone.
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CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
'vre have presented the results of thirty-two

experiments in which split-brain monkeys Nere simultaneously confronted ''lith two contradictory visual tasks,
one seen by each eye.

In all cases at least one of the

tasks ..laS learned in approximately the same time as a
normal subject would take to learn either one of them
and there was little or no sign of conflict.

There T,'lere

six cases in which the two eyes appeared to learn simultaneously, the most significant of these occurring T,'Then
t ...,o chiasm-callosum sectioned monkeys ",ere required to
make a discrimination between two simple and distinct
patterns early in their training.

In the majority of

the tests, however, one eye was distinctly superior in
retention, the second eye remaining to some extent naive
at the end of the learning with both eyes open.
After completion of the binocular training and of
the monocular retention tests, the less retentive eye was
forced into use alone.

It was found that some visual

problems were acquired more quickly in this second training than they had been T,.,hen both eyes ..Tere open.

Pattern

discrimination tasks differed in the ease with T,'lhich both

* Task

C:

circle versus cross.
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eyes could be trained to retain their respective contradictory interpretations simultaneously.

There were other

cases in which learning by the dominant eye during binocular training transferred to the second eye so that the
subject showed preference for the unre"mrded stimulus
when forced to use this eye alone.
At the conclusion of every

experimen~whether

there had been transfer of learning or not, each eye retained its respective problem.

A double memory, com-

prising two equal but opposite components "ms held in
the two halves of the brain.

In the circle versus cross

test mentioned above, this double memory was completed by
a process of simultaneous learning in both halves of the
brain, as if each eye was connected to·an independent and
intact brain.

Previous experiments '"hich were reviewed

in the introduction have indicated that two visual systems more or less equal and complete in their learning
capacity, are created by split-brain surgery.

Although

the output of the trained split-brain is usually a single
habit, a uniform general method of response by a chosen
hand, the double learning mechanism may include duplicate
components of such intrinsic features of learning as attention, motivation, expectancy and preparation to respond in
a particular direction.
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Signs of inattention or of shifting attention
were observed in tests with one eye at a time .

In those

cases vThere one eye ;'laS superior to the other in learning
the performance with the second, less retentive eye did
not suggest that it vms me rely lagging in an independent
way.

It vlaS, rather, as if this eye had an active selec-

tion imposed against it by some internal process of choice
which remained in operation for a time when the eye ,..;as
forced to see the stimuli.

The subject sometimes showed

signs of temporary excitement and confusion ''''hen vision
by the dominant eye ,'laS blocked , and the pe rformance often
fell at once to a low level.

Thereafter leapning always

did occur in time, and, as we have said, a coexistence of
the contradictory learning traces could eventually be
established in every case.

At the same time there ,'rere

characteristic signs that this forced learning VTi th the
least preferred eye ",as imperfect, presumably because of
the persisting effects of attentional or other kinds of
set favoring choice of the dominant eye.
Periods of negative preference due to interocular
transfer of learning ;'Tere brief.

The contradiction of

choice implied in the lack of reward which followed restriction of vision caused subjects either to abandon
choice based on visual cues for a time, or, more charac teristically, to quickly re verse choice so t hat the
responses became appropriate and revrarded.

After this
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reversal of choice both contradictory memory traces were
retained separately by the two halves of the brain.

Hence

we must assume that the visual learning mechanisms of
brightness discrimination for the tvlO eyes, though overlapping, are still capable of separate use.

EVidently

they are not completely convergent.
vfuere unbalanced learning was not accompanied by
outright transfer of meaning from eye to eye, one may
assume a subliminal conflict between the two contradictory
pairs of stimuli because of partial overlap of the perception mechanisms; that this conflict led, in turn, to an
internal adjustment consistently in favor of the use of
a visual system of one eye.

\ve have proposed a tentative

working hypothesis which distinguishes discriminations
showing interaction from those for which learning proceeds independently in the two visual systems of the
split-brain (cf. p. 67).

Interaction was found, on the

basis of a small population of tests, to be more likely
when the paired figures to be discriminated belonged to
one generalized class (e.g. stars) but differed in one
limited dimension (number of vertices).

More distinct

figures with larger, more redundant descriptions and
fewer common features (e.g. cross and circle) may be
recognized by independent processes confined ldthin the
two hemispheres and contradictory discriminations of
this kind do not interact to produce confusion of the
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perception processes.

Theoretical considerations of economy

and efficiency in perception processes make such a classification in terms of the description of the stimuli attractive. *
Empirical evidence that common features of pairs of
figures to be discriminated may form a bridge for interhemispheric communication in the split-brain is provided
by the experiments reported in Appendix I I (p.148 ).

Two

split-brain animals which had previously acquired the two
contradictory discriminations between a circle and a cross
simultaneously, and therefore separately, in the two halves
of the brain, were shown to be capable of comparing the
sizes of circles received separately by t he two eyes.

The

,.correct response here requires some manner of convergence
of information from the two eyes defining t h e size of
each circle.

If such sensory-sensory association of com-

plimentary inputs is possible, it seems likely that interaction vlOuld occur between contradictory inputs to the

t,·lO eyes to produce conflict

wi thin

perception and learning

processes.

* Cf. for example, hierarchical response mechanisms
outlined by MacKay in his description of an intelligent
automaton (53).
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At the present stage of lmo\,lledge, hONever, a more
si gnific ant correlation \,ii th the inequalities of learning
by the two eyes is provided by the symmetry of the response,
and arises as a result of sensory motor association processes.
As has been pointed out in the introduction (p. 8 ), use of
the forelimbs for respo n se offers opportunity for asymmetric
involvement of brain parts in processes of sensory-motor
association.

Split-brain monkeys h ave a bias for visual

attention by the eye contralateral to t he limb \,Thich is
habi tua11y used for response (cf. p. 116).

This bond be -

b'leen eye and hand of opposite sides of the body is a consequence of surgery and follot,oTS from the anatomy of the
motor regulating structures; in particular, the crOSSing
of the efferent pathways in the brain stem.

That this is,

however, a bias rather t h an a rigid sensory-motor association of

eye~and

pairs is indicated by those cases where

ipsilateral eye and hand have learned freely, and by the
pattern of learning when less preferred combinations of
eye and hand are forced into use (cf. pp. 105 and 108).
The observed development of motor habits and the
changes which follow from various experimental alterations
of behavior may be summari zed as follo,'ls.
1.

All other thing s being equal, there is de-

veloped a preference for use of a single limb for responses
as learning begins .

Later, if there is no change in the
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nature of the task, this limb is used exclusively for
responses.

Learning of new things is more rapid after

this habit is set, and remains so as long as it is not
disturbed.
2.VJhen both eyes have connections to separate
halves of the cerebrum and "Then incompatible visual tasks
are presented, both may become coupled .nth a learning
change and both may be subsequently effective alone in
directing the response.

If one eye only learns, it is the

one which is connected to the half of the brain also possessing more connections to the limb chosen for response.

3.

Attempts made to alter conditions of stimula-

tion, or to change the hand used by the subject for response, reveal a refractory habit to 'l'Thich the subject is
strongly committed unless extensive training has been given
in alternation of hand use.

This stubbornness is seen even

when a change ,<Tould result in a more favorable contralateral
combination of eye and hand.

The habit to make a complete

set of response movements with a particular haDd is seen
when responses are made in absence of critical ones, e.g.

"Then the cue-tone for a trial is presented while both eyes
are covered by opaque flaps.

4.

This refractory habit does, however, change

spontaneously in time when a previously inactive ipsilateral
eye is forced into use by covering the preferred eye.

'~en
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first presented ,nth the unknown or misjudged task associated with the hitherto "inattentive" eye, the inappropriate
responses are made

~dth

established habit.

the preferred hand according to

Then, through a phase of disorganized ,

often emotionally charged behavior, there frequently
emerges a modified habit in which the alternative limb
becomes more active.

Subsequent to this change of habits,

not before, there is a change of visual guidance indicative
of visual learning.

Sometimes the new visual learning ap-

pears without change of limb use; but even in this case,
there is a period of disorganization and reorganization of
response before learning is stabilized.

5.

As a rule, additional learning is required to

enable coupling of either hand with either eye, but all
four combinations of eye and hand may learn.

The split-

brain subjects were eventually able to retain both contradictory visual tasks, one knovm by each eye, in every
experiment, and could perform well immediately vision was
restricted to one eye regardless of which hand was used
for responding.
In seeking for an explanation of these effects
one may assume an internal brain process in the form of
a preparatory set to respond in a specified manner while
the general conditions of stimulation are not opposed to
such a response.

This central set acquires strength by
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a learning process which improves prediction of sensory
cues associated

~dth

the response.

Thus the form of re-

sponse in the present experiments is not regulated by the
critical visual cues until an attention process, predicting their occurrence and form I'd th sufficient accuracy, is
developed as an additional modification of the central
preparatory set.
An asymmetric preparation for response by one arm
is first associated 'l'd th visual expectancy in one eye.
But the central set still has access to visual projections
of both eyes and, moreover, it contains elements ",hich enable equivalence relationships to be set up beh;een the
two limbs.
Theories of sensory function and of learning have
frequently postulated a central preparation to respond in
a particular

~"ay.

Latent patterns of central facili ta-

tion have been considered to explain the reflex reactions
of invertebrates and primitive vertebrates after surgical
manipulation of sensory-motor correspondences (54,55), the
influence of "preparatory set" in acquisition of conditioned
responses (56), and particularly the psychological effects
of human perception and consciousness (57,58,59).

Last

century Helmholtz (60) emphasized that a psychological
preparatory set, based upon previous experience and attributed meaning derived from experience, was essential
to the perception of sensations in any particular form.
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Recently ilTacKay (53) has formulated a theoretical model of
perception and learning which utilizes matching and error
detection beh,een an hypothesis formed in conjunction
,dth response organization, on the one hand, and the incoming sensory information, on the other.
Such a theory may be used ",hen considering the
,'ray in which the brain resolves conflict betl'leen contradictory tasks where the two visual systems overlap.

1,ve

may suppose that, "'hen confusion of choice arises from
convergence of the t,,,o contradictory sets of stimuli at
certain points "dthin the brain, the learning process
"feels its ,'>lay" to automatic selection of other points
"Thich are identified ",ith one eye and therefore ,d th one
evolving hypothesis of choice.

Furthermore, '1'Then such a

selection in favor of use of one eye in learning takes
place, it is prejudiced to occur so as to associate a
contralateral eye and hand pair.

These internal selec-

tions frame the perception of a particular stimulus and
so determine the course of subsequent behavior.

Helmholtz

has summarized an essentially similar kind of interpretation as fo llo,'[s:
Hhen considering opposite stimuli in rivalry, nothing
in our sense perceptions can be recognized as sensation ",hich can be overcome in the perceptual image
and converted into its opposite by factors that are
demonstrably due to experience. (60, p. 13)

- 131 In the forced tests which followed spontaneous
learning of a particular visual task by a split-brain
monkey we have found deficiencies of performance by ipsilateral pairs of eye and hand (cf. p. 108 ).

vlhile highly

significant correlations between hand moves and the
visual stimuli may be reached from time to time with such
pairs, there are frequently periods when the moves are
awbmrd, hesitant and misdirected.

Often the score drops

suddenly from high levels of efficiency to near random
choice and returns equally quickly to high levels shortly
after,·!ards.

Sometimes there is maintenance of an inter-

mediate, half-learned level of performance l'lhich is relatively steady for as many as 100 trials.
As an explanation of this peculiar performance,
in which poor choices are made even after it has been proven
that the eye which is in use has access to a perfectly
efficient engram for correct choice betl-reen the stimuli,
let us assume that a fluctuation of attention between the
eyes causes periodic blindness, and that in the blind
periods moves are made at random.

If there

"TaS

50:50 alternation of active vision between the

an even
t\'lO

eyes,

and if the choices ,",ere made correctly whenever the uncovered eye ''lere attentive, then a score averaging 75%
correct I'muld be obtained over many trials.

The speed of

the s,"Tinging of attention bet'ifeen the eyes ",ould determine
the coarseness of fluctuations to be observed in the learn-
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ing curve.

A sufficiently slo,", alternation ,"lOuld produce

a periodic rise and fall between random performance and
near perfect choice.
No conclusive, direct evidence is available regarding this hypothesis, but there are some interesting
indications of periodic phenomena.
made 'In th the very

SlO~l

Comparison may be

oscillations observed for the

normal subject when presented with contradictory pairs
of stimuli to the two eyes; here it was found that periodic inattention to one eye allm'led temporary resolution
of the conflict from time to time (cf. p. 50).
A simple test for alternation of visual attention
is reported in Appendix I, p. 146.

After learning of both

contradictory directions of choice was completed, one
pair of stimuli was reversed.

Thus both eyes came to see

the same stimuli and the one chosen as correct would be
correct by reference to the learning of one eye only.
These results suggest that a periodic switching of visual
choices

bet~'leen

the eyes could, in fact, occur.

It is perhaps unlikely that alternation of vision
would occur when one eye was covered by a black metal flap,
but some comparable alternation between equivalent systems
in rivalry, as between expectancy for choice by one eye
or the other, might lead to a memory blank for the free
eye in a proportion of trials.

- 133 Use of the term "rivalry" is sur;gested by the
occurrence of numerous fluctuations called rivalries in
human subjective awareness.

Alternation of rival per-

ceptions, both within and between modalities of stimulation, are conunon features of consciousness l'Then two
equally valid but alternative and incompatible patterns
of information are supplied at one time.

Perhaps best

known are effects which occur under particular conditions
of restricted stimulation where the perception process is
no longer free to choose between, or combine alternative
configurations of the stimuli.

The misnamed "retinal

rivalry" has long been knol'm to occur "Then t,'TO incompatible
(unfUsable) visual stimuli are simultaneously presented,
)

one to each eye, a s through a stereoscope, or

va th

convergence of the t"lO visual fields (60 ).

There is a

abnormal

regular s;·anging of perceptions; first one stimulus is
visi b l e, then there is a spasmodic change after about 2-5
seconds and the second one is seen, and so on back and
forth.

Sometimes onl y part of the field, often a meaningfUl

"unit," is affected by the spontaneous change.

Interocular

rivalry like this is also seen ,"lith superimposed polarized
stimuli seen by a normal subject through crossed po larizers
in the same way as the monkeys receive their stimuli in the
experiments

l'Ie

have been discussing.

Presumably the normal

animals, such as ELZ (p. 50), experienc e d the interocu lar
m<}'inging of vision in the same "my.

- 13 4 1;lhen an ambiguous figure, for example, the famous
Necker Cube * is seen by one eye, there is a similar peri odic alternation of t he t\.vo rival "interpretations . lI

Tne

phenome non is certainly not restrict e d to conflict of information between t\-10 separate sense organs .
Fluctuations in awareness e.re compel li ngly ap parent vThen human subjec ts suffer alterations of the visual
field vnth prisms (61), or are p l aced in special situe.tions
\'-There they are deprived of normal stimulation (62).

Di tch-

burn, Ri ggs and others have described f l uctuat ions of al'rare ness "hen stimuli are stabilized on the retina by aboliti on
of the effect s of the natural eye tremor, or grosser eye
movements direc ted by attention (63,6 l f) ~

The visibility

f actor , defined by Di tchburn as lithe percentage of time
a g i ven stimulus i s seen,lI is a de li cate mea sure of the
dynamic processes behind the

e.~"rareness.

Di tchburn and

Pritchard (65) have sho>-m that the fluctuations me.y invol ve central changes as >-,e ll as retinal inhibitory
processes.
All of these dynami c effect s in presence of conflictin g or abnormal stimuli a re exceeding ly sensitive to
any factors >-,hich may tip the balance in favor of one
rival perception and so re solve the c onflict .

If one of

two visual stimuli giving interocular rivalry is suddenly

* As

in Task K, fig . 5 , p . 33, but \"rithout t he
breaks in the lines.

- 135 moved, it is immediately clearly visible for a protracted
time and the alternative stimulus is not seen.

If one of

the hm has some meaning in or interest for the subject,
it is seen for mo st

0

f t he time; also it has a larger

visibility factor if presented as a stabilized retinal
image

(66).

Changes in the perceptions of subjects

adapting to prisms often occur when movements are made,
or I'lhen they are intended.

And so on.

These effects in human subjective a"rareness may
wel l provide close analogues for the variations of visual
functions observed in split-brain monkeys, though the
rivalries may find origin more remote from the projection
system carrying the critical visual stimuli, at deeper
levels, and may concern the preparatory adjustments discussed above, which are shown as readiness to respond with
use of one or other limb.
If one accepts any possibility of an alternation
of attention bet,'feen the t,I/'O eyes, it becomes necessary
to admit that there may not be true simultaneous attention
when both eyes are learning together over a period of
training.

There may be alternative use of one eye at a

time, as in interocular rivalry, and yet the learning
gains of the bm eyes may remain equal.

This question

could be resolved by use of tachistoscopic methods in which

- 136 test stimuli are presented to one or other eye for times
which are brief enough to lie within one single attention
span.
Turning finally to anatomical questions raised by
the results obtained 'I'd th double contradictory stimulation,
let us consider the passage of information from one eye to
the other ,,"hich causes interocular transfer of learning.
The lmo'l'm visual system of the monkey or of man
includes fibers carrying information from the retina to
the superior colliculi and the pretectal nuclei of the
midbrain, and to the lateral geniculate nuclei of the
thalamus.

Most fibers from the latter nucleus apparently

pass on to the striate cortex of the posterior occipital
pole of each hemisphere.

These structures are the only

ones in which orderly topographic preservation of retinal
relations is preserved to a recognizable degree (67,68).
Recently, evidence has been obtained of interhemispheric transfer of brightness discrimination learning
in chiasm-callosum sectioned cats

(69).

Chiasm-callosum

sectioned monkeys, with the roof of the midbrain sectioned
in addition so as to separate all direct connections from
the optic nerve, also transfer brightness discrimination
learning strongly (cf. p. 76).

One must conclude that

unlm01m avenues of communication are involved.

Possibly

brightness discrimination learning takes place exclusively

- 137 or preferentially in brain stem regions, or there may b e
a reference to visual structures of either side fro m such
re gi on s, centrifugally .
It has long been suspected that brightness discriminations can be performed in regions remote from the
cortex .

Lasley (3) found retention of a brightness dis-

crimination habit after removal of the occipital cortex on
both sides of the brain of the rat.

Other studies have

shmm that reactions to differences in luminous flux persist in higher mammals after the striate cortex has been
ab lated (70 ,71).
Evidence has been obtained recently of essential
parti~ipation

of the interpeduncular nucleus, posterior

hypothalamus and tegmentum in brightness discrimination
learning and retention in the rat (72).

All of these

structures lie ventral to the ventricle and have not
been separated by operations performed in the midline to
date.
Both subjects \fl th chiasm and callosum sectioned
sho",ed transfer of visual learning in the first color
discrimination task presented to them.

Subsequent color

tests failed to shm'l' transfer but did sho", signs of the
interaction beh'l'een the learning of the t\"o eyes.
been pointed out on p. 66, there

~Q ll

As has

remain some doubt con-

cerning the transfer data until the experiments are repeated
vii th randomization of brightness differences \'I'hich may

have been responsible for the transfer.

- 138 At present it is kno"m that colored visual effects
are produced by stimulation of the human visual cortex

(8),

and that differential reappearance of color vision occurs
at the borders of scotmata following cortical lesions in
the striate area

(73).

De Valois

(74) has demonstrated

components of color analyzing mechanism in the lateral
geniculate of the monkey by recording from single units
with microelectrodes during controlled stimulation of the
retinal receptor-cells

,-Ii th

light.

No direct. connections

betvreen the lateral geniculates are knmm to exist--all
projections from this nucleus are thought to go to the
cortex (68).

i'Fe have seen how, in the absence of connec -

tions between visual analyzing areas, t vvo visual learning
processes can occur together, separately bound within the
two hemispheres, even when the stimuli seen by the two
eyes are contradictory in behavior import for the subject.
Separate, double visual-learning of distinct b lac k patterns
on ",hi te by split-brain subjects falls in line with the
usual concept that pattern-recognition processes are
located in the visual cortex.

Blindness over portions

of the visual field results from striate lesions in
humans (75), and elements of pattern recognition processes have been observed in the striate cortex of the
cat

(76).

It is kno><m, moreover, that more complex pat -

tern recognition tasks require additional regions of the
cortex remote from the striate areas, as v,ell (75).

- 139 H01QeVer, when interaction of' learning by the

tv-TO

eyes is indicated, and particularly when the two hemispheres compliment one another in a single perceptual
process (cf. p.125), it is necessary to conclude that
pattern-recognition and learning involve regions remote
f'rom the cortex.

There are two diff'erent possible ,"1ays

this could occur.
The complexity of' visual fUnctions as well as
the additional visual connections known for lo,"1er vertebrates offers opportunity for speculation that the brain
stem of mammals performs as yet unknown elements of' visual
learning .

Fish are known to learn color and pattern dis-

criminations in absence of the cerebellum and forebrain
lobes, presumably in the superior colliculi of t h e midbrain where the connections of' visual fibers are greatly
elaborated (77).

Certain pattern recognition elements

have been shmm to occur in the colliculi of the frog (78 ).
Furthermore, there are knOi'ffi vi sual fibers in the se forms
~Thich

pass vertically to structures of the brain stem and

which therefore are not separated by split-brain surgery

(79,80 ).

On the other hand, there is nm'l ample evidence

that central integrative processes may link various remote parts, including the specialized cortical " analyzers."
The nature of t hese associations is at present
a myster y .

'dhen it is solved we will be in a better posi-

tion to understand hOT.'l some learning pro cesses may be
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separated in the split-brain, while others remain partly
convergent, and

1f;e

'\Ilill also possess at least a partial

understanding of the '\Ilay i n which the response is evoked
and how it comes to be directed by the significant stimuli
as a result of learning.
Taken as a whole, the results of this study leave
us ,'lith new evidence of the central integrative processes
1'Thich have been postulated repe ated ly to explain effects
of perception and learning.

It has been knO'\ffi for some

time that one may not predict the location of learning
processes from kno'l'dedge of the classical projection systems, either sensory or motor, as they enter or leave the
cerebral cortex.

vie find that the formation of a response

has a role in determining perception, and there are indicati ons t h at perception processes may be in rivalry
bet,;,een the two halves of the split-brain under certain
condi tions.

Motor processes ,.,hich define the general form

of the response can take place in structures that remain
integrated after split-brain surgery.

Presumably, this

undivided motor system has closely associated with it
those structures 1.'fhich bridge the gap behleen the two
halves of the split-brain, and so enable interhemispheric
associations, or even complete transfer of learning , to
occur.
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APPENDIX I
Test for Fluctuation of Attention
Between the Two Eyes
One test viaS made VIi th a split-brain subject in
which contradiction for choice of response by the hra
eyes vTaS invoked by reversal of one pair of stimuli.
This reversal cancelled the disagreement of the visual
cues but caused conflict of the habit to respond to a
particular screen.
Hhile the test was in progress, both eyes 'i'lere
open and both could see the same tl'ra stimuli, a circle
and a cross, projected in the same "'Jay on the hra response
screens in each trial of the test.

Previously the left

eye had been fully trained to choose the cross as correct,
,,,hile the right had learned always to choose the circle.
A peanut vms given l'lhichever side was chosen and the disposi tion of the stimuli on the screens "'laS varied in the
usual ",ray .
On the assumption that choice of a side indicated
visual direction by the eye for vThich the symbol chosen
l'IaS correct, the follovling series ,'TaS observed over 50
trials.

(L = choice by the left eye; R = choice by the

right eye.)

- 147 Imposed lefteye vision
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40

30

The left hand Has used, by choice, for t h e response,
and at first all choices were as if made by t he R eye only .
Then 10 trials of imposed L eye vision,

~li

th the R eye

blocked, 1-Jere perfectly chosen, and '.'lere followed by an
irregular alternation of L and R choices in "'hich the frequency of R gradually increased.

L RR
50

- 148 APPENDIX II

Interhemispheric Sensory Association
In Split-Brain rlionkeys
The experiments described in the preceding account
were concerned vd th enforcing separation of visual learning by use of contradictory discrimination tasks.
t\'TO

The

eyes were simultaneously presented wi th tVlO tasks

N'hich, though they required the same responses, had to be
kept apart at the sensory level if discriminative learning were to occur.
A different method may be used to study the extent
to ,,[hich the two surgically separated visual structures
may cooperate or associate in the guidarice of learned
responses.
A preliminary experiment has been completed with
three subjects in which two circles of different sizes
\'I'ere separately projected to the two eyes \'I'i th the aid
of the polarized-filtration technique.

Each circle of the

pair was projected onto one of the response screens in
the same apparatus as

VlaS

used for studies of double

learning of contradictory tasks.
During preliminary training without polarized
filtration and separate input to the eyes, both eyes
learned to choose the larger circle independently of
variations in the absolute size of the circles.

Several

- 149 pairs were presented in a randomized order and these included common sizes.

In this way . control I'TaS achieved

of possible recognition by the subject that a given size
was always correct.

Monocular training in which both

members of the pair were visible, subsequently assured
that both eyes had learned to choose the larger circle.
Then the two circles of any pair presented in a trial
were made separately visible to the two eyes by insertion
of appropriate polaroid filters.
The three subjects, JNY, IGR and BRS, were trained
for this experiment after the work described in the previous account.

They were split-brain subjects which had

surgery as described on p. 53.

JNY was a case with the

roof of the midbrain incised in addition to the forebrain commissures and chiasm.

BRS and IGR were cases in

i'lhich the forebrain commissures alone were cut along with
the chiasm.
The results are ShOi'ffi in Figure 22 .

Binocular

learning in each case was follol'Ted by somet'fhat inferior
performance \tith the individual eyes.

Both BRS and IGR

learned preferentially with the right eye, and in the
case of IGR the left eye required a considerable amount
of training before reasonably good performance was obtained.
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separated vision was enforced JNY and BRS

showed an immediate drop of performance, which, however,
was soon overcome at least temporarily.

The level of

binocular performance by IGR followed the slow course of
learning by the left eye.

In every case this task was

retained poorly with separated vision.

Extended train-

ing of IGR shows a wide fluctuation of the level of
correctness of choices and finally after 400 trials a
position preference for the left side was developed, almost all moves being made by the left hand.
Nevertheless it is clear that some comparison enabling estimates of the relative sizes of the two circles
is possible between the two visual systems of the brain,
even when all known direct commissures have been severed.
This result is in contrast to those studies

~nth

split-

brain subjects which have demonstrated the separation of
the two visual learning systems by the surgery.

- 152 APPENDIX III

The Distribution of Learning Between the
~~o

Halves of the Brain when Both Hands
are Used Equally for Responses

vJhen it had become clear, after 5 tasks had been
learned by subjects IGR and BRS, that simultaneous learning in both hemispheres

\~as

an unlikely event, and that

monocular learning ..ras correlated with preferential use
of one hand for responding, an attempt was made to equalize
the use of the

t\~o

halves of the brain by forcing the

subjects to use both hands during learning.

The results

obtained discouraged the use of this method for obtaining
simultaneous learning, but at the same time they showed
interesting special features which are recorded here.
Use of both hands equally in each group of 10
trials

\~as

forced by placing a spacer, resembling B in

Figure 19, midway in front of the two screens and across
the top of the vertical partition, A.

This spacer elim-

inated pushes by the left hand to the right screen, or by
the right hand to the left screen.

Thus, for 10 correct

moves in each group of 10 trials, the subject was forced
to make 5 pushes with each hand, the hands alternating
according to the program for alternation of side of
re\~ard.

- 153 Results for subject IGR
First,a task was presented which required discrimination between a circular annulus a.l1d an elliptical
annulus.

Both eyes

presented the stimuli, the

~'1ere

circle rewarded for the left eye and the ellipse rewarded
for the right eye as described on pp. 20 ff.
In the beginning , after an initial unsuccessful
attempt to use the left hand incorrectly for 200 trials,
the right hand was used exclusively, and the score remained at 5 correct in 10.

Then the left hand became more

active while the score gradually improved.

In the third

group of 100 trials, 75 moves were made by the right
hand; these included 24 errors.
in the 25 left-hand moves.

There was but one error

In the next 60 trials there

lt1ere 5 errors as the two hands became equally active.
A monocular test of 20 trials with the left eye
contained 15 correct moves; 13 moves ;'1ere made by the
right hand, including 4 of t he 5 errors.

~~enty

similar

trials with the right eye alone showed a complimentary
s hift toward greater acti vi ty by the left hand lt1hich,
in reciprocal fashion, made 13 moves \'1i th 4 out of a
total of 5 errors.
On a second task, requiring discrimination beh'1een
the patterns

f'~

A

and L

completed in 100 trials.

~

,binocular learning vms

There was a shift from left hand

moves towards equal use of both hands.

In 100 trials ,-,fith

- 154 the left eye alone the score was 68 correct.

There t'lere

14 errors in L~7 moves by the left hand, and 18 errors in

53 mo ve s by the righ t hand.

ltli th the righ t eye, in 100

trials, there was again a score of 68 correct; and there
"'lere 20 errors in 59 moves by the left hand, and 12 errors
in 41 moves by the right hand.
For this second task, the tendency for use of the
contralateral limb Nith vision of one eye at a time is
shoi"ffi to be t'leaker.
binocular retention

In both tests with this subject, good
"'TaS

"'lith either eye alone.

folloi"Ted by poorer performance
To some extent, hm'lever, these

monocular tests did show simultaneous retention of the
contradictory tasks by the tvTo eyes.
Results for subject BRS
\~en

tested with the circle-ellipse task described

above, subject BRS, already adept at i"lOrking \'dth all
combinations of eye and hand (cf. pp. 58 and 110), obtained a perfect score in the first 10 trials.

However,

t.;hen forced to perform vd th the left eye alone he scored

5 correct in 10 as the right hand became inactive.
100 trials of forced performance

t'li

After

th the left eye, the

score "I'd th either right eye alone or with both eyes remained bet'l'leen 4 and 6 correct in 10.

At first both hands

became active with the binocular testing, but the score
did not improve, and then, after 100 trials the left hand
made all moves for a second 100 trials.

Tnereafter, the

- 155 right hand ,,,as gradually used for increasing numbers of
correct pushes, and perfect performance
in a further 50 trials.

VlaS

reattained

vlhen mono cular tests were made

again it was found that this re-learning had occurred
through use of the right eye alone and the left eye remained unretentive.
With the second task (as described for TGR), BRS
learned \'1i t h both eyes open in 20 trials, making but one
error.

The right eye showed perfect retention.

With the

left eye, the subject was unable to choose correctly for
180 trials, but in this case the right hand became the
more ac ti ve; only 26 re sponse s were made \'1i th the le ft
hand.

With the left eye alone, criterion was reached in

a further 60 trials as the left hand became more active.
Thus, after training on 5 tasks \'lith full use of
the hands, and after some forced use of the less preferred
combinations of eye and hand, subject BRS was strongly
biassed in favor of learning with the right eye, even when
both hands were forced into equal activity during rapid
learning with both eyes open.

In this case, the experiment

\'lith forced use of both hands demonstrates the capability
,,,hich a split-brain subject may show for use of a single
preferred eye \'1i th either hand in learning or retention
of a pattern discrimination task (cf. pp. 126 ff.)

- 156 In contrast, the results described for subject IGR
suggest that forced use of both hands may, in other cases,
tend to equalize function of the two eyes at the expense
of perfect use of either eye alone.
It would be of interest to repeat these experiments lnth separate tachistoscopic presentation of visual
stimuli to the two eyes.

In this way it might be possible

to obtain more precise information concerning the effect of
alternate choice of limbs for response upon use of the
eyes for learning or retention.

